
. cleared

Subject: , '. cleared

Irom: Scott Smullen æÞooaa,gov>
Date: 1\v,22 Sep 2005 11:23:08 -0400

To: Kent lraborde lG@noaaggv>

. with hes.. eçxçd. !p-"Èp1lç*."8-o.r;so$F.ô..n:.,.3Þ9u:! :.Ç9,ã."ãù.r.f9Cç,, te.¡np,e;.*FJuIeq

in the Gutf o.f Mexico an¿'wftèttiêr Lgmps have'risen in the'pa9t.'few years.. He

understands that tnã-rr"r"i.ã"ã i¡t"nuity i" Ettributed to tr¡e multi-decadaL cyerè,
but wants to fnow-iridependent of'that discussiôn wheÇher .the GuIf is war¡ner than in

Our best spokespersön on this.is -Richand Rèynolds.at'Nationa1 C11¡natic Data Center.
He is the oceanog".ph"r there'and expelË oil. oceanic temperatures and trends. He has

experience taLking with ¡nedia

CC: "Jordan St.Johnl' npaa.gov>

kent - this is cleared, with !l1e caveat
ho-w he frames lhe global ¡'rar¡,ning signal
thanks ss

past years/decades

deadline is tomgrrow afternoon.

tr,lt we tell richard to be very carefut with
áspect, sènsitiviËies thêre, âç you know.

to cyclical warning
.'The warming signaJ.
the rise in Gulf water
of rnonth-by-rnonth temp

. lliì ,,i



thanx for this --
j ana

Kent Laborde wrote:

Michele wants me
done. I wil-l- set
depending on her

Jana Gofdman
Publlc Affairs
NOAA Research

1315 East West
ssMc3 *L1460
Silf¡er Spring,

CEQ and OSTP have given the green liqht for the interview with Ram' They
had me call to find 'out norê .specifics ' She will be asking the
following: : ' .,"',.i, .l' , =. .

*what reéearch are you doinj witir'¿rirnätë èhanqe
*what reFearch has Ëeen encóuraged or. discouraged by the adminlst,ration
*what interaction has he hâd with the adminislration
*does he have free reign to conduct the research her wants to do

I told , that he feels comfortabtre tO Comnen! only on science and

does.not wanE Lo loose his.Scientiflg objçctivity by addres.sing
policy/potitical guestions. Sh.è saÍä sincê he .is not a policy maker. she

wouldn't ask PoIíeY questions.

.to monitor the call .and'report back to her whèn j-t's
up the intervÍew for'later today or early tomorrow'
and Ramts schedules.

Points for these questions: Itrs all covered in the strategic plant
which guides aII federally furided scientific research on.cIi$ate change.
The Sp coordin4tes the efforts to.maximizè the benefits and outcomes of
the research -- eliminates redundancies,and fills in gaps in research.

While research is "guided" in this way by the administratlont the
individual ,scientisis have a great deal 'òf Ínput. into thé specifics of
the resèach they.conduct. and ihey had a voice iir directing the research
goals set out in the SP.

Finally, no scientist has completely f¡ee regin. In tlris caqe' the,
te""arõh is focused on providing decision support toofs and elíminating
;;;;;r"li."-i"-"rimate scÍènce.. Whethe.r. in'.ãcâdemia or cor¡iorate
;a¡i;;;; "ii.tr.. is ionducted .in. a coordinated and'constructivé manner.

Officer

Highway

MD 20910

fax

313/20062:25PM



RE Fwd Fwd Roqer pielkq,sr. resigns from CGSP Temperature Trend Study
Frurrr : ñerrL Lduur uc 

-Iurruoa.vuvJ

sent: rrìday, August 19, 2005 1L:l-2 AM
To: St. Marti n, Mi che le lt¡.
cc: Barnett, Megan H.
sub j ect: Re i Irrid : Fwd : Roger
rreñd studyl

will do.

st . Mart'i n , tvli chel e M. wrote :

>Ok. thanks. Gjve me a wrap up of the intervjew and how you think it
>weñt and when the story i's ei<pected so I can give Oana and others a
>heads up -thanks.

>-----ori oi nal Messaqe-----
>From: reñt taborde [mai]to: noaa.govl
>Sent: rriday, Augus! 19, 2005 11:08 AM
>To: St. Marti n, lUi chel e f,a '>cc: Barnett, Megan H.
>õuUiéðt: nei trñd: rwd: Roger Pielke Sr. res-igns from ccsp Temperature
>Treñd studyl

>I djdn't know about the resjgnation either. r guess everyone expected
>it to come, but no one expected it to be so public.

>As far as Aevkin's angle, r thjnk that he's looking to exonerate
>himself since it was his article that Was the "last straw." He wants,
>as he pojnts out jn the email t forwarded to you, to know if he was
>justified in talking to the scientists about the three papers publìshed
>Tn science.

>¡¿ahoney will be the interview subject. Thjs won't be a contentious
>articlê. ft will be mostly about the process, rather than content of
>studi es.

>St. Martin, Michele M. wrote:

>>Kent- when dìd we know the scientist was going to resign? rhe fìrst r
>>heard about jt was yesterday in the news?? Did r miss the heads up? As
>>far as the story goês..what is Revkin's ang1e..? The same as the
>>past...? who 'is going on the record? thanks.

pielke Sr. res'igns from ccsp Temperature

>>-----ori gì nal
>>From: Barnett,
>>sent: rrida
>>To: I

Message- ----
Megan H.
llqust 19, 2005

noaa.gov';
rwd: Roger

10:58 AM
St. Marti n, lqi chel epielke sr. resigns

M.
from ccsp remperature

r'm cci ng Mi chel e st.
from vacati on.

>>Subject: Re: [fwd:
>>treñd studyl

>>Hi Kent - thanks for the heads up about nevki n.
>>Martin - cEQ Comm. ojrector - because she's back

>>-----oriqi nal Messaoe
>>From: reñt laborde I
>>To: Barnett, Megan H, ceq. eop.gov>

pi el ke sr. res'igns f rom ccsp remperature
eage 1

>>sent: rri Ruo 19 L0:49=Tj
>>subject: [rwã: rwd: Roger



RE Fwd Fwd Roger pielke Sr. res'igns from CCSP Temperature trend Study
>>Trend studyl

)>M€g,
>>I got this email from Rndy nevk'in regard'ing the coverage we had on
>>ccsP

>>of

>>confi dent j aì ì.ty.

>>our response .is that we have an _open and transparent process at every
>>level of leadership and stage of development. bcientiirs who did '
>>djscuss th'is were on'ly addréssing findihgs that were pub'ljshed jn the
>>science articles. These were peeF-reviewéd, vetted public documents.
>>No

>>one discussed the final outcome of S&A 1.1.

>>please let me know if you have any questions. we are p'rann'ing on
>>talking to Revkin today at 2 p.m.

>>Kent taborde

eage 2



RE: on lebrer çquost .. te¡il laborde will

-,'- '$ubjecfi RE: on lehrer request... kent laborde will
1- -Fro-:{FuquaÊt'Dars WeiL t9 Oct 2005 08.222217 -0400

To: Kent.LabordeFl

how did NewsHour go? please send mè a ieport so'l can share. thanks.

--{rigfnalMessage--- 
:

From: Kent Laborde noq.a.gov> [mailb:Kent L¡borde < noaa.gov>]

Guquaþwiote:
>kent, 

.

> Landsea'cao'go on, even iftogëttrer. pleæe:maltp stue Chrís is on

> going on I'need a report on liow it goes. Tbanks:.

).,{lso, tbe interview you refe,r,ence was done wittÍout our hiowledge and I
> tn¡st ttnt woirt happen again. thaolc,

> ---OÌig.iDâl Message---
> *Fiom't Kent Laborde Imailto:Ke,nt Laboide
>l
> rsonüf' Tuesda¡ October 18, 2005 3:32.pM
> ìro:+ fruouafi> rTo:çtFUqUtD
> + Subjeot * Re: on lehre¡ iequest... kent lab<irde w .iil



RE: [Frvd: EedíE requ€st for úonig¡t wíô Kn¡Eoi{

Subjec$ RE: [Fwd: medìa Fquest for tonight u¡ith lftr¡tsonJ
þrom:Guquaþ
Date: We4 19 Oct2005 l1:04:36 j0400

To: KentJ,abôrde " ':. '

what is Knutson's position on globatwarming vs. àecadal cycles? is he consistant with Bell and Landsea?

X'rorù¡ Jana Goldmaq 
.

Date: Wed, 19 Oct 2005 09250247 -0400 ' '

Toi 'iJordan StJohnu , Scoü Smullen
Cc: Kent Laborde
Subject: media.request for tonight with Ifur¡tson

Mediaoutlet:
CNBC - On the Money
Journalist n¡me. & nr¡mber.and/or email :

t

Stephanie- (it sounds like'sheb abopTèr)
Interr¡iewtopic: ;

Hurrünnes unp gloUal warming
Deadline:
Show is tonight - 7-8 p¡o,- titis also is tentative.
NOAA erçert and titte:
Tom lfuutson, hrrnicane modeler at Geophysical Fiuid Dlmirmiss Labomtory
Princat¡iurN.J..
Proposcd questions:
ii glob{ unarrring conüibuting to ùuntËr/fuit€nsity ofhr¡nicanes?
Specifie a¡rsw.e¡s:

I(¡u*on is the co-author of d Decemb er 2004.paper thêt indicated IF
carbon dioxide continues ûo rise at iæ cr¡nent rate that huricane

overthenext 80 years This has
o{stonns.

Backgrounddrreløraney,if.needpd: , ;.
Knutson has been on this show befofe

ofl



lE: [Fwd: msdia reriuest for tonight with Knutsont

callme.

O
---Original Message---
From: Kent l.¡borde

Bell is t¡navailable because of other con¡niünents and Landsea is buqy at
the hurricane centerwith Wilna.

Úruq**\ilrotei

> -----Origipal Mossage-:.- j 
.

> *From'* Kent Laborde [mailto:Kent Laborde
>J
) *Sent* Wednesda¡ Ootober lg,2OO5ll:lI Alvf
; rls¡roFuo_r¡aãl
> * Subj ect: * Re : [Fwd: media reqgest fo¡ tonight witb lfuutsori] .

> He is consístant, but a bit of a different anirnal. He isnt on the
) meteorological side. Hè's fruely a nume¡ical mgdeler. He ti¡kes
> existi.g
> data from. observåtion arid prtijects fomard. His take is that even
> with
) worse c4se projecfons of green hogs-e gas:concentæions, there
> willbe . . .r. .. ..: .'

> a very srirall increase iT hurricane intensity.that wont be'realized
> until almost 1.00 years ûom now.

> Guquaf¡wtote:

> > what is Knutson's position ou global warmiug vs, decadal cyoles? is
> > he consistqnt rvith Bell a¡id Landsea?

> > -;--Origlal lr{esqagg--:-- 
.

> > *Ffom:* KentLaborde [mailto:KentLaborde
>>l
> ) +Sent:* Wednesda¡ Octqber l9',20O510:50 AM

r.j



RE: [Fwù media request for tonig[! with l-<nufån¡

why cant we have one of the other guys on then?

He is consistan! but a bit of a.different aüimal. He iqn't on the

t-:-
> wb¿t is Knutson's vs. de.c¿rdal cloles? iç..
> he consistånt lvith , 

':.f-. -: ::

>;:-Original Messäge*-- ' 
" 

". ..

> tFromlt Kent laboide [maitto:Kent Laborde
>J
> *Senü* tüednesda¡ Octobe¡ l9,20OS 10:50 AIrd
> *To:* CHUCKFUQUA
> *Subject:+ pwd: media request for toni, gbt with Knutson] . .

> Chuoþ Here's a request for.tonighi. please rr" brloro.

> *From'+ Jans Goldoan
> *Dáte:+ We{ 19 Oct2005 0g,50:47 -0400.'
> *To:* nJôrdaû St.Jobn,', Soott Smullen
> *Cç:* Kent Laborde
> *Subject* media request.for tonight with Kriutso+

> Media outleti
> CNBC - On tho lrioney
> Ior¡nralist narrc &iruntber and/ot email:
> Stephanie - (it sounds like s[e's a booker)
> Interview topie:
> Hurricanes and global warming
> Deadliue:
> Show is toniglrt - 7-8 p,m, :- thisalso is. te¡tative



From:

To:

CC:

Subject:

I)ate:
Attachments:

Re: [Fwd: media fequest for tonight with Knutson]
tüednesday, October 19,2OOS 12:13:46 pM

Levinson. Katie

Yes. Focus should be on this hurricane not academic debaæ in my opinion

----Origitral Message----
From: OFuqua dFuqua
To: Levinson, Katie @who.eop.go\Þ; lFuqua<Guqua ; St..Martin, Mchele M.-- 5yeb , er..À'¡su, ryuvrre¡ç ryl. Ceq.eOp.gOU>
CC: Bamett, Megan H. ce4.eop.gow; Martin, Catherine

who.eop.gov>
Senu \iled Oct 19 t2:12:39 zOOs
Subjecu RE: Bwd: media requesr for tonight with Knutsonl

that would be my preference. I thirik its understandable that our resources are tracking
the impending hurricane. If you all a¡e okay with that, I'U take that tact during the
hurricane.

-----Original Message---
From: "Lævinson, Katie" * who.eop.gov> [mailto: "Levinson, Katie,,
æwho.eop.gov>l
Senfi Wednesday, October l9,z0lllÍ 12:05 pM
To: <fFuqua ; "SL Martin, Michele M.,' @ceq.eop.
gov>

Do we really want to be having this debaæ on a day when a Cat 5 is about to hit? Seems
to me we would want our guys out talking about prepartions for the storm....

Subjecü Re: [Fwd: media request for tonight with Knut-son]



-----Origrnal Message-----
From: fFuqua
To: Levinson, Katie ; St. Ma¡tin, Michele M.
CC: Barnett" Megan H.
Senü \r/ed Oct 19 12:01:50 2005
Subject: F'W: [Fwd: media request for tonight with Knutson]

Iktie/TVfichele,
below is a request by CNBC to have som€one on to discuss if global warming is
contributing. NOAA suggests Tom Knutson, hurricane modeler. My understanding is
that Knutson has been approved by CEQ for inærviews on this topic in the past. He is a
modeler and comes from a bit of a different angle, but is apparently consistant with Dr.
Bell and Chris Landsea who represent ttre position that we are in a decadal cycle and that
warming is not the cause of increased hurricane activity. Bell and Landsea are not
available for this and I've pressed NOAA to rnake sure he's consistant with the views
represented, and am assured he is.

Let me know if you're okay with this. thanks.
-Chuck
-----Origmal Message-----
From: Kent Laborde [mailto:Kent Laborde ]
Sent Wednesday, October 19,2OO5l1:41 AIvl
To: tFuqu
Subjecfi Re: [Fwd: media request for tonight with Knutson]

Tom Knutson is a modeler. As such, he will only be able to talk about
projections for the future, and will tell them that if pressed to
comrnent on what is happening now.

For the friture, his computations indicate that in 80 years, we will see

a SVo'tncrease in intensþ over what we have now. There is no increase
in frequency of storms, only inænsity of storms.

>>>l



> indicated IF

> This has



" 
"' 'Gltuok Fuqua/HCHB/Osnet

Froin: "'"St.Tartln, Michele M." @ceq.eop.gov>

Sent: Monday, September 19,200ã 4:44PM

To: "Perino, Dana M." <-lwho.eop.gov>; "Levinson, Katie" < ho.eop.gov>;
+--(-

Cc: ef¡n "Martin, Catherine" who.eop.gov

Subject: RE: clearance #5, g.warming not causing íntense hurricanes, bell for today show 9-19

We should be out there with our statement that says no connection..it is accurate and g0% of scientists-agree.

From: Perino, Dana M.
Sent¡ Monday, Septøñber 19, 2005 4:42PM
To: Levinson, Katie;'fugua
Cc 'ÍrinhãD; St. Martin, Mhhele M.; Martin, Catherine
Subject: RE: clearance #5, g.warming not causing intense huniønes, bell for today show 9-19

Problem is we need people to be pushing back on his statements - especially when the facts are on our side. lf you don't wanl a

fed gov scientist on, can NOAA suggest a surogate? Chris landsea of noaa was asked by dateline if there was a link and he said
no.

Also, Michele - pls call me about the gw story ftom Friday (left vm this a.m.)

From: Levinson, Katie
Sent: Monda¡ September tr9, 2005 4:40 PM

To: f,uquaifP
Cc: tfrinhlD St. Martin, Michele M.; Perino,Ðana M.; Martin, Catherine

Subject: RE: cleamnce #5, g.warming not causing intense hunicanes, bell for today show 9-19

Not sure this is a good idea. Gets into Al Gore sfatemenUpolitics of globalwarming.

---Orlginal Message----
From : lFuquallD [mailtof uqua(llt
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2005 4:40 PM

To: Levinson, Katie
cc: rrrính-It st. Martin, Michele M.

Subject: FW: clearance #5, g.warming not causing intense hunftænes, bellfor today show 9-19

Katie,' please see below request to have Dr. Bell on the Today Show to discuss if there is a link between hunicanes and global

warming. the warming of the waters contributes to the intesity of hurricanes, but they are warmer because we are in a

cycle ofevery 20-30 years that produces such warmer water. Dr. Bell would discuss that line of reasoning.

Are you okay with thís?

Thanks.
-Chuck

---Original Message-----
From : Catherine Trinh/HCHB/Osnet

. Sent: Monday, September 19, 2005 4:18 PM

To: Chuck Fuqua/HCHB/Osnet
Subject: Fw: clearance #5, g.warming not causing intense hunicanes, bell for today show 9-19

t0/20/2006



Seitt from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld

Original Message -----

From: Sãott Smull "i L-ffinoaa'govl
Sent: 091 19 12005 03 :58 PM
To:Grinlaltl
Cc: "Jordan St.John"
subject: clearance #5, g.warming not causing intense hurricanes, bell for today show 9-19

Jay
con
the
morning, discussing if there is a linka¡

warming. Dr. Bell would state:

* Global ctimate change does not mean greenhouse warming.

t0/20/2006



F rom: "Eileen lrnaOS:aphßUR.BU.EDU>
9rg?ltntton: The \ /tsUR croup-To:Il@giss.nasa.gov r

Date: Thu, 0E Dec 200É 15:02:15-0500
lqbjecfi NpR tnreruiew nequói-
Príorily: normal
X-rnailer pegasus Mail for Wndows (v4.11)

Dear Ms. Nolan:

I arn writing on behaF,of_NpR's',on point,,produced out of t /BUFBoston's NPR news súaüon. -

l#iåiltËf :in"î*"r 
a show for Monday, Decem ber 12for the lo

N arra n c ê r írv, a+o,I_sl:lit yi111 ¡ng o n ir,ä n-"" È'äitil u nned

Please emafl me.or callat the main newsline

Best,

Eileen lmada
"Cn Polnf'WBUR-FM

(direct)
main)



|:RON :
FÊX NO. : llar. tg 2ØØ? ØAiØØÃt1 pz

.Atrùvlt cf Leslie Nolnn McCartåy
. -,,i.i i ¡..tr,LeslieNolanMcCarthy,4ffi*thofollowing:,',.,.

OlNoveq bvr 29,2005, I re;ú'ved a call ûom D*..r,. Ér.,,_Dwa¡æe grown..' He wanted. to betterm:ffi iT#*ï,yir€spa-'''ilJi;r*"*"jdff i_ä.#,ffi äïri:H.
;*ff $-jffitr,lj;#j**y"::y".ä;:iiäiffi ,ilffi"i,åiäåÌiijr;#i,
i"iiixix'ilf :,tJsi:ÆrqÞä".".ii*'itffiåffi #ffiffiäillook bad,F Hc arso s*o t¡at,ne t'..iG;;;dir"äIfäÌ



I.RON :
FÊX NO, ] I'lar. tg 2ØØ7 ØB:Ø1Êt'1 p4

2



F'ROM : FÊX NO. : l"lar. t9 2øØ7 øB:Ø1Êl'f P3

web çonúent,
inærvic\¡¡s fó for media

refusûl,,,and ¡tfå.¿:iíT

ould and Acosta asking for nritten
wor¡Id spply to Dr. Haqsen arrd

pcived.

rthat'þolitical sensitivitiçs me at a high level
h Mr. Derúscli According to my xotðs, he
of govennmer¡t - this belief is shared by

a ü$ of êil Dr,r the December 20OS_

on Febrrrary 8' 2006, I ieamed tlrat Mr. Der¡tsch had loft NASA He the day before. onFebruary 91..?9.96, Dwayne Brorrm called ro tell i"t¡utuury-creave and colleenHarbnan sdll "have right of lsf refi¡sel on intervlews.,,

suBScRTBED A}TD sv¡oRN To before ,rrft, ßL a^v ot 4/frt K./(._.2007,by
Leslie Nolan McCarttry.

My commission Expircs;

03 -lq -Joo'7



Subject: NPR lnterview Reouesr
.?qt.". Thu, I Dec 2005 16:4g:3i _0500
X-MS-Has"Attach:
X -M S-TNËF-Correlato r:
Thread
thfgad- I lrrhft rñr¿ñnrì¿t 

^r^{ôFr 
¡r Â F' -a ¡ ¡

From: rr t
!rog'. "------.,r vEvrlfe r
To: "Hartrnan, Colleenlln

ï lîi'i' i?l': l'L?^ci,-\(I 9N F 
0s o\) " <- r* s-*'

_ l:gE lïg-,\(ï g:ry B o o ou iCffi
cc:. tl@gis's-nasa.gov> s¿'r r..Èta'sav¿

f_fi [/r=[4eeIsA80:01c sFc41]

qera¡ts are Detou{. We dísc
decided that we'tlike vou

Hey, uoueen. WeJugt h.ad 
nddetails are belor,rf, We Oisc

decided that we'àTL" v"u î:"nurue(¡ urar we.o ilKg you . , -,us know
lj:1,I'^"^T:klllty!r.u wourd bervi*ns ro do ír.fve can discuss the

iBsLpRçV12611A1a

Hey, Colleen. W

detaits on the phone ór in peri;r. Ti;äiiä]- ''' ,

George Deutsch
SMD Pubtic Affairs

Oríginal Message:

nd the

the

From: Eileen lmada Eirnada@\^/BUR.BU. EDUDate: Thu, 0B Dec ZOOS lS:On:lã -OSOO
. -'tl¡r:s.rrés¡a.gov
Subject: NpR lntervíevù Request

Dear Ms. Nolan:

fã:l#1!'i,rriå*"9,3|,}lo,= 
,,on poinf, prodsced out of wBuR,

Change CônfgfgnCg vvre r"' rt'E rJtrrltir¡ llarlons Ullfnate
Hansen join us for th
Monday as close to t
possíble schedule the si
Monday.

Pfease email me or call at the main newslin

Best.



Subject FW: NpR lnterview Request
.?q1". T!ru, I Dec 2005 17:07:49 _OSo0
X-MS-Has-Attach:
X-MS-TNEF-Corre lator:
Thread-Topic: NpR lnterview Request
thread-index:
AcXE Pvo76h GQ2koq es2 Urrb3u
fl?Bp"h, Geoise \(HañBóooU,;
To: Çtesiés.nasa.gov?

QAAC9SQAAA+EWRARE
sa.gov>

I:f;i1fi'Ë-ffi['Iåäg-î.:?,'H".',i',åï;'i:'"9".,'"':J,ylgnf-Ir_y.r'roDs'Ao:01csFc4o]
j88M9TsS12630511äåflyriËil%r'Jl',.jred:rromquotà-õrintäuiät""äuìiË;åä:iå:äR:li:.?:iîi

.lt looks like Maryor colleen will be doing it. I spoke with Dean *-
Hi"tf:1',,PJ:?:LH:,ppj:_v1111,r,i;di;:IJd;simprvsav,,vouboss wourd rike ro handre in¡s ¡nterviu*l;õ", ì¡,äã vã-r"ä'ör:ir,Jräfor more, Leslie. Thanksl

000)
005 5:05 PM
Ð
uest

Subjecf RE; NpR lntErview Requeibt

E gan certainly'have Mary do it if
t thought it would.Oe best to run it by
re a great candidate for this. \Mrat '

Thank you.

George

,HA-DF000)

=r 
08, 2O0S 4:56 pM

r-N8000)
w Request

Did ycu Ciscuss having Merydo ít? Thanks Georgel

On 1218/05 4:49 pM, ,,Deutsch, George (HQ_NBOOO),,



Subject NPR Request
Date: Fri, 9 Dec 2005 11:51:39 -0500
X-MS'Has-Attach:
X-MS-TN EF-Correlator:
Thread-Topic: NPR Request
th read-índex: AcXS4NJepB BN

To: I!@giss.nasa.gev>,

m read-index: AcXE4NJepB BN Kcbcstuiq lkl++ielo==
[l: l-9=E:l -G_eorg 

e \( H o _ N B o o orjï,'fu n a s a. s ov >

"Brown, Dwayne C. VHO-NB03O\)
"Deutsch, George {HQ-NB00O\¡'',
"Brown, Dwayne C. \(HO-NBO3O\)" @nasa.gov>,
-=-:=:- . r==r:= ----.--E-ll-,.. 

-F-F-

X-orisinalArrivalTime: 09 Dec 2005 tE:-gg.o21T NTél Èn-ñlri,re=[D2F67c10:01csFcEo]

sive vou an i.rpdatc (repeatlng ürc samettutr t,just tett viú ¡ñ 
" 

uolõ"rñå;riäüüiilädã¡älffitffilffi neaainsin on this NPR request. You need to bc ln üre Éop.. 
-
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WRITTEN STATEMENT BY
DR. THOMAS R. KARL

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

FOR AN OVERSIGHT HEARING:
INTRODUCTION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REF'ORM

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

(NOAA)

JULY 20,2006

Mr. chairman and Members of the Committee: As Director of the National Climatic Data
lenter, which is part of the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information
lervice (NESDIS) within the National oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), and as Program Manger for one of five different NOAA Climate Goal
Programs (Climate Observations and Analysis), I am pleased to have tt 

" 
oppo.tooity to

testiff before you today. The National Climatic Data Center is the world's larg"st
archive ofweather and climate data, which includes data critical to understandîng climate
variability and change, and also acts as the Nation's Scorekeeperregarding the trends and
anomalies ofweather and climate.

ge
ents),

¡ of the review editors for the fourth IPCC
assessment, scheduled to be releas ed in 2001 - Since the 2001 report, there has been
considerable additional research in this area, building upon the ùence underpinning
influence of humans on global climate change.

I begin my testimony by briefly reviewing the Ipcc process from a participating
scientist's perspective. I will provide an overview of ou basic understanding oitt 

"atnosphere in terms of, the role that greenhouse gases play in the atmospherã; evidence
for how greenhouse gases are already influencing the ciimæe in both general *¿ in
specific lvays; and why it is very likely (>95 perðent probability) thatiumans are ìargely
responsible for many of the observed changes in climìte over thepast several decades.

The IPCC Process from a Participating and Reviewing Scientist's perspectíve

The primary intent of the IPCC periodic assessments is to provide govemment policy-
makers with the Iatest and most comprehensive scientífic information possible åUout



human influences on our global climate, in a language that has meaning and relevance to
govemmental policy-makers- The IPCC assessments havg however, provided much
more. From purely a scientific perspective, participation in the IPCC process is
extremely desirable, as it provides the means for the world's scientists to discuss leading-
edge issues with rigorous worldwide scientific review- The IPCC process ensures that
the scientists who participate walk away from the process with a firller appreciation of
where important pay-offs in new research and observing sysføns are most likely to
emerge. This has important impacts on our nation's climate change programs including
both the United States Global Change Research Program and the Climate Change Science
Program.

Atmospheric Composition and Greenhouse Gases

The atmosphere is made up of a number of gases, most notably nitrogen at 78 percent and
oxygen at about 20 percent. However, the remainder of the aùnosphere is composed of a
number of very important gases that include important greenhouse gases such as water
vapor at about 2 percerfi and carbon dioxide at about 0-04 percent. These last two gases,
plus a number of other greenhouse gases that exist in even smaller quantities (e.g., ozone,
methane, nitrous oxides) absorb some of the heat energy (infrared radiation) given offby
the Earth's surface that otherwise would be hansmitted back to space. The various
atmospheric gases contribute to the greenhouse effect, the impact of which in clear skies
is -60 percent from water vapor, -26 percent from carbon dioxide, -8 percent from
ozone, and the rest from trace gases including methane and nitrous oxide. The presence
of these greenhouse gases are critical to regulating the Earth's average temperature at
about 60T, as without these gases the Earth's average ternperature would be
approximately 5oF - too cold to support life as we know it.

Then, ifgreenhouse gases are critical to life, why is there concem about greenhouse gases
increasing? On averagg the energy from the sun received at the top of the Earth's
atmosphere amounts to 175 petawatts (PW; 175 quadrillion watts or 175x1015 watts), of
which -31 percent is reflected by clouds and from the surface. The rest of the energy
(120 PW) is absorbed by the atmospherg land, or ocean, and ultimately er.nitted back to
space as infra¡ed radiation. The main way in which humans alter global climate is by
interfering with the natural flows of arergy through changes in atmospheric composition,
not by actually generating heat in energy usage. On a global scale, even a I percent
change in the energy flows, which is the order ofthe estimated change to date, dominates
all other direct influences humans have on climate.

Global changes in atmospheric composition occur from anthropogenic emissions of
greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide that results f¡om burning fossil fuels and
methane and nitrous oxide from multiple human activities. Because these gases have
long (decades to centuries) atmospheric lifetimes, the result is an accumulation of these
gases in the atmosphere, and a buildup in concentrations that are clearly shown both by
instrumental observations of air samples (dating back to I 958) and ìn bubbles of air
trapped in ice cores (prior to 1958) (Figure l). Moreoveç these gases are well distributed



in the atmosphere across the globe, simplifying a global monitoring strategy. Carbon
dioxide has increased 31 percent since pre-industrial times, from 280 parts per million by
volume (ppmv) to more than3T}ppmv today, and half of the increase has been since
1965 (Figure 2),

Emissions into the atmosphere from fuel buming further result in gases that are oxidized
to become highly reflective micrometer-sized aerosols, such as Sulfate, and strongly
absorbing aerosols, such as black carbon or soot. Aerosols are rapidlyremoved (usually
within two weeks or less) from the atmosphere through the naturi hydrological cycle and
dry deposition as they travel away from their source. Nonetheless, atmospñeric
concentrations can substantially exceed background conditions in large areas around and
downwind of the emission sources. Depending on their reflectivity and absorption
properties, geometry and size distribution, lifetimes in the atmosphere, and inieractions
with clouds and moisture, these particulates can lead to either nei cooling, as for sulfate
aerosols, or net heating, as for black carbon. Importantly, sulfate uooroh affect climate
directly by reflecting solar radiation and indirectly by changing the reflective properties
of clouds and their lifetimes. There is some episodic evidence from naturallyãccurring
aerosols athibuted to volcanic eruptions to suggest that these aerosols can impact globãl
precipitation, but only for a few years after explosive eruptions. There is alsó some
evidence to suggest that anthropogenic aerosols can influence regional precipitation
pattems, but it is difficult to generalize and quantiff this result- Understanding the
precise impact of aerosols has been hampered by our inability to measure them directly,
as well as by their spatial heterogeneity and rapid changes in time. Large-scale
measurements of aerosol patterns have been inferred through satellites, emission data,
special field experiments, and other indirect measurements such as sun photometers.

Human activities also have a large-scale impact on the land surface. Changes ¡n lan¿ use
through urbanization and agricultural practices, although not global, are often most
pronounced where people live, work, and grow food, and me part of the human impact on
climate- Large-scale deforestation and desertification in Amazonia and the Sahel,
respectivelS are two instances where evidence suggests there is likely to be human
influence on regional climate. In general, city climates differ from those in surrounding
rural green areas, because of the "concrete jungle" and its effects on heat retention,
runoff, and pollution, resulting in urban heat islandsl.

There is no doubt that the composition of the atmosphere is changing because of human
activities, and today greenhouse gases are the largest human influence on global climate.

t The global impact ofthese urban beat islands has been extensively analyzedand assessed to ensure
measuremenls of global tempeîature are not biased by local urban heat islands.



How do we know the global air temperature is increasing?

There has now been a comprehensive analysis of the changes of temperatures near the
surface and throughout much of the atmosphere in the recent Climate Change Science
Program (CCSP) Synthesis and Assessment Report l l. This report addresJed the
nagging issue of differences in the rate of warming between measuremenls derived near
the surface and those taken from the atmosphere. The surface air temperatures are
derived from several different analyses teams using various combinations of ocean ships
and buoys,land observations from weatherreporting stations, and satellite data.
Atmospheric data sets have been derived using satellites, weather balloons, and a
combination of the two.

Considering all the latest satellite, balloon and surface records, the CCSP report
concluded there is no significant discrepancy between the rates of temperature change
over the past several decades at the surface compared to changes higher in the
atmosphere. The report does, however, acknowledge there are still uncertainties jn the
tropics, and this is primarily related to data from weatherballoons. There is uncertainty
as to whethe¡ scientists have been able to adequately adjust for known biases and errors
in the data, especially in the tropics where many developing nations struggle to routinely
launch weather balloons and process these measurernents.

Globall¡ data indicate the rates of temperature change have been similar throughout the
atmosphere since 1979 when satellite data were first available, and the rates of
temperature change have been slightly greater in the atrnosphere compared to the surface
air temperature since 1958 (the time at which weather balloons had aãequate spatial
cov€rage for global calculations)- The global surface temperature time series, shown in
Figure 2, indicates warming on even longer time scales, with acceleration since 1976-

Instrumental measurements are not our only evidence for ìncreasing global temperatures.
The observed increased melting of glaciers can be used to estimate the rate of
temperature increase since the late lgth Ce,ntury. Estimates of the near-surface
ûemperature based on glacial melting are very similar to estimates based on instrumental
data. There has been a 15-20 percent reduction in Arctic sea ice since the 1970s, a 10
percent decrease in snow cover since the 1970s, and shortened periods oflake and river
ice cover (about 2 weeks shorter since the lgth century). Also, o."an heat content has
significantly increased over the past several decades-

Why do we think humans are influencing the Earth's climate?

The scientific community has been actively workirig on detection and attribution of
clirnate change as related to human activities since the 1980s. One set of tools often used
to examine these issues are mathematical computer models of the climate. Not only are
these models the primary tools for predicting future climate, they are also very important
in helping us to understand the causes of past climate variability and change. The models
used are global in extent and are fully coupled, mathematical, computer-based models of



the physics, chemistry, and biology of the ahnospherg land surface, oceans, and
cryosphere (ice covered portions of the planet), and their interactions with each other and
with the sun and other influences (such as volcanic eruptions). Outstanding issues in
modeling include specifying forcing rnechanisms (e.g., the causes of climate variability
and change) within the climate system; properly dealing with complex feedback
processes that affect cmbon, energy, and water sources, sinks and transports; and
improving simulations ofregional weather, especially extreme events. Today's
inadequate or incomplete measurements of the various forcing mechanisms, with the
exception of well-mixed greenhouse gases, add uncertainty when tryrng to simulate past
and present climate. Confidence in ou¡ ability to predict fi¡ture climate dçends on our
ability to use climate models to attribute past and present climate change tã specific
causes. The climate models simulate the workings of the climatg su"h u* thÁ winds,
clouds and precipitation, and the air temperature. Climate scientists have used these
models to examine how the observed changes in climate forcing mechanisms, including
increasing greenhouse gases, changes in the sun's ouþut, volcanic activity, and sulfate
aerosols, have affected the climate over the 20th century.

trends in the United States are upward, as are global
between 0.5 and I perôent per year over the past few
reflective and nonreflective aerosols are also estimated

to be increasing. Because radiative forcings2 from greenhouse gases dominate over the
net cooling forcings from aerosols, the popular term for the human influence on global
climate is "global warming," although it really me¿ìns global heating, of which the
observed global temperature increase is only ot 

" "onréquence- 
already the global

temperature has exceeded the bounds of natural variability- This has bèen thã case since
about 1980- By raising the air temperaturg the capacity of the atrnosphere to hold more
water vapor is increased, which defines the upper bounds of the amount of precipitation
that can occur during short term (-daily or less) extreme precipitation 

"urnir.
As an example ofhow models are used to detect human influence on the climate system
Figure 3 shows that without including all the observed forcing mechanisms the models
cannot replicate the observed global temperature changes. There are many other aspects
of the climate system that have been tested for human influences. Today, there is
convincing evidence from a variety of model and data climate athibution studies pointing
to human influences on climate. These include regional analyses of changes in
tønperaturg the paleoclimatic3 temperature ,""orã, three dimensional analysis of
2 Radiative forcing is the change in rbe net vertical írradiance (expressed in Watts per square meter: rùy'n2)
at the hopopause due lo an internal change or a change in the extãrnal forcing of de cümate system, such
as, for example, a change in the concenüation of carbon dioxide or the ouþut of the Sun.

1- Climate during periods prior to the development of measuring instruments, including historic and
geologic time, for which only proxy climate records are available. A proxy climate indicator is a local
record thal is interpreted, using physicat and biophysical principles, to represent some combination of
climate-related variations back in time. Climate-related data derived in this way are referred to as proxy
data' Examples ofproxies are: tree ring records, characteristics ofcorals, and various data derived from ice
cores-



atmospheric temperature change, changes of free atmospheric temperafurq changes in
sea ice extent and other components of the cryosphere, changes in ocean heat content,
and new studies on extrerne weather and climate events. Thus, there is considerable
confidence that the observed warming, especially the period since 1970s is mostly
attributable to increases in greenhouse gases-

Changes in Extremes in the United States

The U.S. Climate Change Science Program Synthesis and Assessment Report 3.3 will
specifically address the issue of changes in extreme events, focusing on North America.
This assessment plans on comprehensively assessing a wide range of climate-related
extreme events and promises to help clarify what we know and do not yet understand
about these important events, as rel4ted to climate change. Here, three types of climate
extremes are discussed as they are likely to be influenced by rising global temperatures.
This includes changes the frequency and intensity of heavy and extreme precipitation
events, droughts, an

Increasing air temperafure leads to increased water vapor in.the atmosphere. Surface
moisture, if available (as it always is over the oceans), effectively acts as the "air
conditioner" of the surface - as heat usêd for evaporation moistens the air rather than
warming it. Therefore, another consequence of global heating ofthe lower troposphere is
accelerated land-surface drying and more atmospheric water vapor (the dominãnt
greenhouse gas). Satellite measurements now confirm a significant increase in
atmospheric water vapor, consistent with theoretical expectations grven the rate of
observed atmospheric warming during the past several decades. Accelerated drylng,
without an increase in precipitation, increases the incidence and severity of droughts,
whereas additional atmospheric water vapor increases thê risk of heavy precipitation
events- Increases in glob sea surface temperatures, one of
several impoltant factors sity and frequency.

NOAA's National Climatic Data Center calculates a Climate Extremes Index (CEI) over
the United States that includes extremes related to all ofthese indicators including
temperature, precipitation, drought and though no index can claim to
adequately capture all of the important chanl emes, the changes and variations of
the CEI as reflected in Figure 4 is illustrative of the varying decadal variability of climate
extremes- Currently, the CEI is at record levels during the past decade or so) but not
higherthan previous decades, and so is a clear indication ofa general increase in the
aggregate set of extremes included in the CEI-

Chønges ín Heauy and Extreme Precìpítatìon
Basic theory, climate model simulations, and empirical evidence (Figure 5) confirm that
warmer climates, owing to increased water vapor, lead to more intense precipitation
events even when the total precipitation rernains constant, and with prospects for even
stronger events when precipitation amounts increase. Figure 6 de,picts the aggregate

6



land-surface world-wide changes in heavy precipitation events over the last half of the
20th century with an associateã geographic Cepiction of where changes in heavy
precipitation have occurred, with most areas showing increases. World-wide, an increase
of a few percent in heavy precipitation events is evide¡t since the middle of the 20rh
century, particularly in the middle and high latitudes. By the end of the 2l"t Century a
10-20 percent increase in the precipitation rate for 1-day extreme precipitation events (20
year return periods) is in the middle range of a variety of climate models, when forced
with a rather conservative change in atmospheric greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide does
not exceed 550 ppmva.

The practical implications of addressing these changes are seen in NOAA's recent update
of the Ohio River Basin's 1O0-year 24-hourprecipitation return period. Over the past
several decades increases in precipitation rates for the I in 100 year extreme daily
precipitation amount was observed in many areas of the eastern United States over the
past several decades. These data are used to help set engineering design standard related
to excessive rainfall.

Changes in Drought Severity and Frequency
Drought is a recurring feature of the climate system. In other words, we have had major
droughts in the past, and expect to have major droughts in the future. At any given time,
at least part ofthe U.S, is in drougþt, with percentages ranging from 5-80 percent of the
total land area. U.S. droughts show pronounced multi-year to multi-decadal variabilit¡
but no convincing evidence for systematic long-term trends towa¡d more or fewer events.
Drought calculations have been made showing that over the U.S, the increase in
temperatures that may have lead to increased evaporation have been compensated by a
general increase in precipitation over the past few decades. In general, there are no clear
patterns ofprecipitation increase emerging from climate model simulations as global
temperatures increase, so the increase in precipitation over the past few decades may not
persist and could reverse. Such a reversal, added to the continuing increase in
temperatures (January through June of 2006 have been the warmest temperatures in U.S.
records dating back to I 895) could lead to greater drought severity and frequency,
especially during periods of dry weathe¡ due to increases in evaporation.

For the continental'(J.S., the most extensive U.S- drought in the modern observational
record occurred from 1933 to 1938. In July 1934,80 percent of the U.S. was gripped by
moderate or greater drought (Figure 7), and 63 percent was experiencing severe to
extreme drought. During 1953-1957, severe drought covered up to 50 percent ofthe
count¡t- Paleoclimatic data (e,g. tree ring measurements) have been used to reconstruct
drought patterns for the period prior to the modem instrumental record. These
reconstructions show that during most of the past two millennia the climate of the
western U.S. has been more arid than at present- The recent intense'Western drought
from 1999 to 20O4that strongly affected the Colorado Riverbasin was exceeded in
severity as recently as the l gtb century. Within the past millennium there have been

a 
Such a scenario is built on the storyline of relatively low population growth and wirh rapid changes in

economic slructures toward a service and informalion economy, with reductions in material inlensity, and
the introduction of clean and resource-effìcient technologies.



severe droughts in both the western U.S. and Midwest that have lasted for multiple
decades.

Long-term warming trends have led to changes in the timing of snow melt and stream

flows, especially in the West. This is resulting in emlierpeak stream flows and

diminished summer-time fl ows.

Changes in ensity and Frequency
Tropical storms, particularly hurricanes, are an important issue of concem for the United
States. Theunprecedented hurricane season of20}5, and eqpeciallythehavoc created by
Katrina, raised public awareness of the dangers of hurricanes to new heights. Hurricanes
respond to a number of environmental factors including ocean tetnperatures, atmospheric
stability, El Niño, and other factors- One important question is whether hurricane activity
has changed over the last 100 years. Since 1995, Atlantic hurricane activity has

significantly increased, with more hurricanes, and more intense hurricanes, compared to
the two previous decades (Figure 8). Howeve¡ earlierperiods, such as the 1945 to 1970
period were nearly as active.

An important consideration in hurricane intensity is a trend toward wanner ocean
tønperatures, particularly in the tropical Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico, indicating that
global warming is playing some role in the increased activity. Another factor is a slow
cycle ofnatural fluctuations in atmospheric conditions and ocean temperatures in the
North Atlantic referred to as the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO). This AMO
is currently in a warm ocean temperature phase.

What does the future hold for hurricane activity? In the near term, it is expected that
favorable conditions for hurricanes will persist for the next decade or so based on
previous active periods: For the longer term, climate models simulate about 1/2 Calegory
increase in the intensity of strong hurricanes late in the 21st Century, if tropical sea

surface rise nearly 2oC warmer than at present. The models also simulate about a 20
percent increase in near-storm rainfall rates under those conditions. However, it is
unclear if the total number of hurricanes will change in future years.

New analyses ofprecipitation rates for different shengths of landfalling Atlantic tropical
cyclones (both hurricanes and tropical storms) over the southeastern United States have

recently been completed- These analyses show that daily precipitation amounts increase

with tropical cyclone strength, while hourlyprecipitation does not. This means that the

more intense hurricanes have longerperiods with heavy rainfall. The implications are

relevant for local planning, if indeed tropical cyclone strength increases in the future.



Conclusion

Modern climate change is dominated byhuman influences, which are now large enough

to exceed the bounds of nahral variability. The main source of global climate change is
human-induced changes in atmospheric composition. These perturôations primarily
result from emissions associated with energy use, but on local and regional scales,

urbanization and land use changes are also important. Although there has been progress

in monitoring and understanding climate change, there remain many scientific, technical,
and institutional impediments to precisely planning for, adapting to, and mitigating the
effects of climate change. There is still considerable uncertainty about the rates of
change that can be expected, however, it is clear that these changes will be increasingly
manifested in important and tangible ways, such as changes in extremes oftemperature
and precipitation, decreases in seasonal and perennial snow and ice extent, sea level rise,
and now there is accumulating evidertce to suggest that there will be increases in

and related heavy and extreme precipitation. Anthropogenic climate
y to continue for many centuries. ln many respects v/e are venturing

into the unknown territory with changes in climate, and its associated effects could be
quite disruptive. The rate of human-induced climate change is projected to be much
faster than most natural processes prevailing over the past 10,000 years

Thank you again, Mr, Chairman for allowing me the opportunity to help inform the
Committee about climate change.
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Figure 5: The diagram shows that warmer climates (red) have a higþerpercentage of total
rainfall coming from heavy and veryheavy events. All stations have the same seasonal
mean precipitation amount of 230 (+5) mm. For cool climates (blue), there are more
daily precipitation events than in wanner climates (Adapted from Karl and Trenberth,
2OO2).
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Figure 6: Changes in the contribution of heavy precipitation events to the annual total
amount. Globally there has been a change of nearly two percent since the mid-2Oth
century (from Alexander, L-V., et al-,2006: Global observed changes in daily climate
extremes oftemperature and precipitation. J. Geophys. Res., D05109,
doi:l 0.1 029 / 2005JD006290)-
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Percent of U.S. in Moderate to Extreme Drought
January 19OO - March 2006
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Figure 7:The percentage of the contiguous U.S. land area in moderate to severe drought
(NOAA, National Climatic Data Center)-
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Number of u.s. Landfalling Hurricanes and Major Hurricanes (cat.3-5)

fvrru reìo te20 19Ð 1w 1950 tffi 1970 !980 t990 200Ò
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Figure 8: The number of hurricanes making landfall in the U.S., surnmed by five year
periods(e'g- l90l-1905, 1906-1910, etc-). Theredbaristhenumberofmã¡orhurricanes
(category 3-5) and blue bar is the total number of all hur¡icanes per five yeãr period
(pentad). (NOAA, National Climatic Data Center)
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Subject For OMB Review - DOC/NOM Testimony for July 20th
Hearing on "lntroduction to Climate Change" Before the
House Committee on Government Reform

Attached, for you revíew, is draft DOO-cleared NOAA/DOC testimony (9 pages plus figures) fola
Thursday Jult 20th hearing'before the House Government Reform Committee. This is the second of

testímonies to be presented by Dr. Karl, Director of the National Climatic Data Center, for

hearings.

please note that the discussion of hunicane inlensity (pages 9-10) reflects the ongoing debate among

NOAA scientists. Please tet us know if there are any questions regarding this section, or anything else in
.the testimony. ln mv
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Thank y.ou.

The Committee has requested testimony no later than 1Oam Tues{ay, July 18th. We understand this

deadline is unrealistic. Please let us know if itwould be possible to begin rece'rying OMB/interagency

cornments by 4:00 PM Tuesday, July 18th, allowing us time to address any oomments. Thank you.

please let me know if you have any questions regarding this request. Thank you for your review'and

assistance.

Kelly Brown
Offìce of the Assistant General Counsel

for Legislation and Regulation
U-S. Deoartment of Commerce
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WRITTEN STATEMENT BY
DR. THOMÄS R. KARL

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER
NA TI ONAL O CEANI C AND ATM O SPHERI C ADMINISTRATI ON (N OA-,{}

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF' COMMERCE

FOR AN OVERSIGHT
INTRODUCTION TO CLN

BEFORE TTI
COMMITTEE ON GOVERN

U.S. HOUSE OF'REPREI

JULY 20,201

Mr. Chairma¡ and Members of the Committee: As Director of the National Climatic Data
Center, which is part of the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information
Service G\.fESDIS) within the Nâtional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(IYOAA), and as Program Manger for one of five different NOAA Climate Goal
Programs (Climate Observations and Analysis), I am pleased to have the opportunity to
testiff before you today. The National Climatic Data Center is the world's largest
archive of weather and climate dat4 which includes data critical to unde¡standing climate
variability and change, and also acfs as the Nation's Scorekeeper regarding the trends and
anomalies of weather and climate.

The U.S. Climate Change Science Program integrates federal resea¡ch on global climate
change, as sponsoÍed by thirteen federal agencies.l Since CCSP *u, 

"r"ut"d 
in2002,the

program has successfully integrated a wide range of research, climate science priorities
and budgets of the thirteen CCSP agencies. With an approximately $2 billion annual
expenditure, CCSP has taken on the most challenging questions in climate science a¡ld is
developing products to convey the most advanced state of knowledge to be used by
federal, state and local cience community, the
media, and the general ll be completing a series
of 2t Synthesis and As first of which was just ¡eleasedììlÊW
months ago. The collection ofthese Synthesis and Assessment Report will addre\many
of the issues pertinent to this testimony.

I will provide an overview of ou¡ basic unden
role that greenhouse gases play in the atmospj

t The CCSP participating agencies include the Departments ofAgriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energ¡
Health and Human Services, the Interior, State, and Transportation, the National Science Foundation, the
Environmental Protectìon Agency (EPA), the National Aeronautics and Space Adminish-ation (NASA),
U.S. Agency for International Development and the Smithsonian Institution. Additional CCSp liaisons
reside in the Oftice of Science and Technology Policy, the Council on Envi¡onmental Quality, the National
Economic Council and the Ofïice of Management a¡d Budget.
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are alleady influencing the climate in both general and in specific ways; a short tuto¡ial

on the use of global climate models; how we know global temperatures are increasing;

and why we think it is very likely (>95 percent probability) that humans are largely

responsible for many of the observed general and specific changes in climate over the

past several decades.

Atmosphcric Composition and Greenhouse Gases

The natural "greenhouse" effect is real, and is an essential component of the planet's

climate process. A small percentage (roughly 2 percent) of the atmosphere is, and long

has been, composed of greenhouse gases (water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone and

methane). These gases effectively prevent part of the heat radiated by the Ea¡th's surface

from otherwise escaping to space. The response of the global system to this trapped heat

is a climate that is wanner than it would be otherwise without the presence of these gases.

In the absence of these greenhouse gases the temperature on Earth would be too cold to

support life as we know it today. Of all the greenhouse gases, water vapor is by far the

most dominant, but other the gases are more effective at trapping heat energy from
certain portions of the electromagnetic spectrum whereas water vapor is semi-t¡ansparent

to heat escaping from the Earth's su¡face.

In addition to the natural greenhouse effect outlined above, there is a change underway in
the greenhouse radiation balance. Some greenhouse gases are increasing in the
atmosphere because of human activities and increasingly trapping more heaf. Direct
atmospheric measurements made over the past 50 years have documented the steady

growth in the atmospheric abundance of carbon dioxide. In addition to these direct real-

time measurements, ice cores have revealed the atmospheric carbon dioxide
concent¡ations of the distant past. Measurements using air bubbles trapped within layers

of accumulating snow show that atmospheric carbon dioxide has increased by nearly 35

percent over the Industrial Era (since 1750), compared to the relatively constant

abundance of ca¡bon dioxide over at least the preceding 750 years of the past millennium
(Figure 1). The predominant cause of this increase in carbon dioxide is the combustion

of fossil fuels and the buming of forests. Furthe¡ methane abundance has doubled over

the IndustrialBra,but the increase of methane has slowed Over the recent decade for
reasons not clearly understood. Other heat-happing gases a¡e also increasing as a result

of human activities. We a¡e unable to state with certainty the exact rate at which these

gases will continue to increase because of uncertainties in futu¡e emissions, as well as

uncertainties regarding how these emissions will be taken up by the atmosphere, land,

and oceans. We are certaþ however, that once in the atrnosphere these greenhouse gases

have a relatively long life-time, on the order of decades to centuries. This means they

bccome well mixed throughout the globe'

The increase in heat-trapping greenhouse gases is projected to be amplified by feedback

effects, such as changes in water vapor, snow cover, and sea ice. As atmospheric

concentrations of carbon dioxide ¿ind other greenhouse gases increase, the resulting

increase in surface temperature leads to less sea ice and snow cover helping to raise

temperatures even firrthe¡. As snow cover and sea ice decrease, more of the Sun's energy



is abso¡bed by the planet, instead ofbeing reflected back to space by the snow cover and
sea ice. P¡esent evidence also suggests that as greenhouse gases lead to temperah¡e
increases, evaporation increases leading to more atmospheric water vapor. Additional
water vapor (which, as mentioned above, is a dominant greenhouse gas) acts as a very
important feedback to further inc¡ease temperature. Our present unde¡standing suggests
that these feedback effects account for about 60 percent of the warming. The magnitude
of these feedback effects, and others such as changes in clouds, remains a significant
source of uncertainty related to.ou¡ understanding of the impact of inc¡easing greenhouse
gases. For example, increases in evaporation and water vapor affect global climate in
other ways besides increasing temperature such as increasing rainfall and snowfall rates,
and accelerating drying during droughts. The increase in greenhouse gas concentrations
in the atmosphere implies a positive ¡adiative forcing, i.e., a tendency to warm the
climate system.

Pa¡ticles (or aerosols) in the atmosphere resulting from human activities can also affect
" climate. Aerosols vary considerably by region. Some aerosol types act in a sense

oþposite to the greenhouse gases and cause a negative forcing or cooling of the climate
system (e.g., sulfate aerosol). Other aerosols act in the same way as greenhouse g¿Ìses,

and wann the climate (e-g., soot). In contrast to the long-lived nature of carbon dioxide
(centuries), a'e¡osols a¡e shortlived and removed from the lower atrnosphere within a few
days. Therefore, human-generated aerosols exert a long-term forcing on climate only
because their emissions continue each day of the year. Aerosol effects on climate can be

ma¡rifested directly by their ability to reflect and trap heat, but they can also have an

indirect effect by changing the lifetime of clouds and changing the clouds reflectivity to
sunshine. The magnitude of the negative forcing of the indirect efilect of ae¡osols is
highly uncertair¡ but may be larger than the direct effect of aerosols.

Emissions of greenhouse gases and aerosols continueto alter the atmosphere in ways that
are expected to affect the climate. There a¡e also natural factors which exert a forcing on
climate, e.g., changes in the Sun's energy output and short-lived (a few years) aerosols in
the stratosphere following episodic and explosive volcanic eruptions. The decadal time-
scale forcing estimates of the greenhouse gases are larger than all the other forcings over
the past several decades a¡d continue to grow disproportionately larger.

Human activities also have a large-scale impact on the land surface. Changes in land use

through urbaniz¿tion and agricultural practices, although not global, are often most
pronounced where people live, work, and grow food, and are part of the human irnpact on
climate. Large-scale deforestation and dese¡tification in Amazonja and the Sahel,
respectivel!, àre fwo instances where evidence suggests the¡e is likely to be human
influence on regional climate. In general, city climates differ from those in surrorurding
nual green areas, because ofthe "concretejungle" aqd its effects on heat retention,
runof{ and pollution, resulting in urban heat islands.2

2 The global impact ofthese urban heat islands has been extensively analyzed and assessed to ensu¡e
measurements of global temperature are not biased by local urban heat islands.
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changes and variations of the external forcings controlling climate, and a comprehensive
understanding of climate feedbacks (such as a change in the ea¡th's reflectivity because of a
change sea ice or cloud amount) and natural climate variability.

Model simulations of climate over specified periods can be verified and validated against the
observational record. Models that prove to describe climate variability and change well can be
used as a tool to increase our understanding of the climate system. Once evaluated and
validated, climate models can then be used for predictive purposes. Given specific forcing
scenarios, climate models can provide úiable projections of futu¡e climate. In fact, climatã
models have become the primary means to predict climate, although prediction is ultimately
likely to be achieved through a variety of means, including the observedrateof global climate
change.

How do we know the global air temperature is increasing?

The¡e has now been a comprehensive analysis of the changes of temperatures nea¡ the
s.urface ajatFqghout much of thå atnosihere in the recJnt Climatå Change Science

is and Assessment Report 1.1. This report addressed the
ifiFerences in the rate of warming between measÌuements de¡ived near

taken f¡om the atmosphere. The surface air temperatures are
derived frõm several different ana-lyses teams using various combinations of ocean ships
and buoys, land observations fiom weather reporting stations, and sateliite data.
Atmospheric data sets have been de¡ived using satellìtes, weather balloons, and a
combination of the two.

Considering all the latest satellite, balloon and surface records, the CCSP report
concluded there is no significant discrepancy between the rates of global temperature
change over the past several decades at the su¡face compared to changes higher in the
atmosphere. The report does, however, acknowledge there are still uncertainties in the
tropics, and this is primarily related to data from weather balloons. There is uncertainty
as to whether scientists have been able to adequately adjust for known biases and errors
in the dat4 especially in the tropics where many developing nations struggle to routinely
launch weather balloons and process these measu¡ements.

Globally, data indicate the rates of temperature change have been similar throughout the
atmosphere since 7979 when satellite data we¡e first available, and the rates of
temperature change have been slightly greater in the atmosphere compared to the surface
air.temperatu¡e since 1958 (the time at which weather balloons had adequate spatial
cove¡age for global calculations). The global surface temperahue time series, shown in
Figure 3, indicates warming on even longer time scales, with acceleration since 1976.

Instrumental measu¡ements are not orL only evidence for increasing global temperatures.
The observed increased melting of glaciers can be used to estimate the rate of
temperature increase since the late 196 Century. Estimates of the nea¡-surface
temperature based on glacial melting are very simila¡ to estimates based on instrumental

the

CCSP



data. There has been a 15-20 percent reduction in A¡ctic sea ice since the 1970s, a l0
percent dec¡ease in snow cover since the 1970s, and shortened periods of lake and river
ice cover (about 2 weeks shorte¡ since the 19th century). Also, õ."u., heat content has
significaatly increased ove¡ the past several decades.

Why do we think humans arc influencing the Earth's climate?

The scientific community has been actively working on detection and attribution of
climate change as related to human activities since the 1980s. As described above, one
set of tools often used to examine these issues a¡e mathematical computer models of the
climate. Outstanding issues in modeling include specifying fo¡cing mechanisms (e.g., the
causes of climate variability and change) within the climate system; properly dealing with
complex feedback processes that affect carbon, energy, and water sources, sinks and
transports; and improving simulations of regional weather, especially extreme events.
Today's inadequate or incomplete measurements of the va¡ious forcing mechanisms, with
the exception of well.mixed greenhouse gâses, add uncertainty when trying to simulate
past and present climate. Confidence in our abllity to predict future climate depends on
our ability to use climate models to attribute past and present climate chaage to specifìc
causes,

Recent ca¡bon dioxide emission trends in the United States are upward, as are global
emissions trends, with increÉrses between 0.5 and I percent per year over the past few
decades. Concentrations of both reflective and non¡eflective ae¡osols are also estimated
to be increasing. Radiative forcings3 from greenhouse gases dominats over the net
cooling forcings from aerosols and the global temperature has exceeded the bounds of
nahual variability. This has been the case since about 1980. By raising the air
temperature, the capacity of the atnosphere to hold more water vapor is increased, which
defìnes the upper bounds of the amount of precipitation that can occur during short term
(-daily or less) extreme precipitation events.

As a¡l example of how models a¡e used to detect human influence on the climate system
Figure 4 shows that without including all the observed forcing mechanisms the models
cannot replicate the observed global temperature changes. There are many other aspects
of the climate system.besides global surface temperatures that have been tested for
human influences. Today, there is convincing evidence from a variety of model and data
climate attribution studies pointing to human influences on climate. These include
regional analyses of changes in temperahre, the paleoclimatica temperature record, tlree

' Radiative forcing is the change in the net vertical irradiance (expressed in Watts per square meter: Wm-2)
at flre tropopause due to an internal change or a change in the extemal forcing of the climate system, such
as, for example, a change in the concentration of carbon dioxide or the ouþut of the Sun.

4 
Climate during periods prior to the development of measu¡ing instruments, including historic and

geologic time, for which only proxy climate records a¡e available. A proxy climate indicator is a local
record that is interpreted, using physìcal and biophysical principles, to represent some combination of
climate-related variations back in time. Climate-related data derived in this way are referred to as proxy
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tsasic theory, climate model simulations, and empirical evidence (Figure 6) confirm that
wallner climates, owing to inc¡eased water vapor, lead to more intense precipitation

with prospects fo¡ even
depicts the aggregate
over the last half of the

: depiction of where changes in heavy
precipitation have occurred, with most areas showing increases. World-wide, an increase
of a fewpercent in heavy precipitation events is evident since the middle of the 20th
century, particularly in itudes.
10-20 pe¡cent inc¡ease for l-d 0
year returnperiods) is i variefy
with a rather conservative change in atmospheric greenhouse gases. Ca¡bon dioxide does
not exceed 550 ppmv'.

changes are update
ecipitation t *t
for the I in

' areas of the eastern United States over the
past several decades. These data are used to help set engineering design standa¡d related
to excessive rainfall.

Changes in Drought Sevqrity ønd Frequency
Drought is em. In other words, we have had major
droughts in oughts ifì the futue. At any given time,
at least part :rcentages ranging from 5-g0 pá."""t of the
total land area. U.S. droughts show pronounced multi-year to multi-de"udul u*iubility,
but no convincing evidence for systematic long-term tends towa¡d more or fewer events.
Drought calculations have been made showing that over the U.S, the increase in
temperatures that may have lead to increased evaporation have been compensated by a
general increase in precipitation over the past few decades. In general, thire are no clea¡
pattems of precipitation inc¡ease emerging from climate model simulations as global
temperatures increase, so tlie increase in precipitation ove¡ the past few decades may not
persist and could reverse. Such a reversal, added to the continuing increase in
temperatures (January through June of 2006 have been the warmest temperatures in U.S.
records dating back to 1895) could lead to greater drought severity and Âequency,
especially dun4g periods of dry weather due to increases in evaporation.

Fo¡ the continental U.S., the most extensive U.S. drought in the modern observational
to 1938. In July 1934,80 percent of the U.S. was gnpped by
t (Figure 8), and 63 percent was experiencing severe to
953-1957, severe drought covered up to 50 percent ofthe

country. Paleoclimatic data (e.g. tree ring measurements) have been used to reconstruct
drought pattems for the period prior to the modern instumental record. These

5 Such a scenario is built on the storyline of relatively low population growth and with rapid changes in
economic sfuctures toward a service and information economy, with reductions in materìal intensity, and
the introduction of clean and resource-eflicient technologies.



reconstructions show that during most of the past two millennia the climate of the
western U.S. has bee-n more arid than at present. The ¡ecent intense Western drouglrt
from I999 to 2004 that strongly affected the Colorado River basin was exceeded in
severity as recently as the l9ü century. Within the past millerinium there have been
severe droughts in both the western U.S. and Midwest that have lasted for multiple
decades.

Long-term warming trends have led to changes in the timing of snow melt and stoeam
flows, especially in the West. This is resulting in eariier peak'stream flows and
diminished summer-time fl ows.

Changes in Hurricàne fnknsífii and Frequency
Tropical storms and particularly hurricanes, are an important issue of concem fo¡ the
United States. The unprecedented hur¡icane season of 2005, and especially the havoc
created by gers s.Hu¡ricanes o¡s i s,atmospheri imp
hurricane a it 100 years. Since 1995, Atlantic hu¡¡ica¡re
ac e hurricanes, and more intense h¡rricanes,
co e 9). However, earlier periods, such as the
19

a'

An impofant consideration in hurricane intensity is a trehd towa¡d waüner sea surface
temperahres, partiiularly in the tropical Atlantic a¡rd Gulf of MeXico, indicating climate
change may play some role in the increased hruricane intensity. Anothe¡ factor is a slow
cycle of natural fluctuations in atmospheric conditions and ocean temperatures in the

' North Atlantic refer¡ed to as the Atla¡tic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO). This AMO
is currently in a warm ocean temperature phase,

What does the futu¡e hold for hrurica¡ie activity? In the near term, it is expected that
favorable conditions for Atlantic hurricanes wìll persist for the next decade or so bæed
on previous active periods. Fo¡ the longer term, climate models simulate about a %

rease in wind speed) in the intensity of
a tropical sea su¡face temperature increase

odels also simulate about a 20 percent
increase in nea¡-storm rainfall rates unde¡ those conditions. However, it is unclea¡ if the
total number ofhurricanes will change in future years.

New analyses ofprecipitation rates fo¡ different strengths of landfalling Atlantic tropical
cyclones (both hunicanes and tropical storms) over the southeastem United States have
recently been completed. These analyses show that daily precipitation amounts increase
with tropical cyclone strength, while hourly precipitation does not. This means that the
more intense hurricanes have longer periods with heavy rainfall. The implications are
relevant for local plaruring, if indeed tropical cyclone strength increases in the future.
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Number of U.S. Hurricane Strikes
1901-2005, by Pentad
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WRITTEN STATEMENT BY
DR THOMAS R. KARL

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTR.ATION (NOAA)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

FOR AN OVERSIGHT HEARING:
INTRODUCTION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

BEFO.RE THE
COMMITTEE ON GOVJRNMENT REFORM

U.S, HQUSE OF REPRESENTATIYES

JULY 20,2006

Mr. Chai¡man and Members of the Committee: As Directo¡ of the National Climatic Data
Center, which is part of the National Environmental Satellite, Data" and Information
Service (NESDIS) within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administation
(NOAA), and as Program Manger for one of fÌve different NOAA climate Goal
Programs (climate o s), I am pleased to have dhe opportunity to
testiÙ before you tod tic Data center is the world's iargest 

-

archive of weather an includes data critical to understandLg climate
variability and change, and also acts as the Nation's Scorekeeper regarding the Fõnds and
anomalies of weather and climate.

The U.S tes federal resea¡ch on global climatechange, Since CCSP was created n2002,theprogram ange of research, climate science priorities
and budgets of the tl¡ileen CCSP agencies.
e;ç€ndifirl€JCSP has taken on the most challenging questions in climate science and is
developing products to convey the most advanced state of knowledge to be used by
federal, state and local decision makers, resource managers, the science community, the.
media, and the general public. Over the next two years CCSP will be completing á series
of 2l synthesis and Assessment Reports, the first of which was just released a few
montl¡s ago. The collection of these Synthesis and Assessment Report will address many
of the issues pertinent to this testimony.

I will provide an overview of our basic understanding of the atmosphere in terms of: the
role that greenhouse gases play in the atmosphere; evidence for how greenhouse gases

I The CCSP participating agencies include the Depa¡t¡òents of Agriculture, Commcrcc, De fensq Energ¡
Health and Huma¡r Services, the Interior, State, and Trarsportation, the National Science Foundat¡oq t¡,
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
U:S. Agency for lnternational Development, and the Smithsonian Institution. Additionat CCSp liaisons
reside in lhc OfIice of Science and Technology Policy, the Council on Environmental Quality, the National
Economic Council and tle Ofïice of Management and Budget.



are already influencing the climate in both general and in specific ways; a short tutorial
on the use of global climate models ¡4[ how we know global tempeiatures are

Comment [Aq¡ lryho ís wc? ]Vhac
did this comc Êom?

Atmospheric Composition and Greenhouse Gases

is an essential component of the planet's
ly 2 percent) of the atmosphere is, and Ìong
ater vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone and
¡art of the heat radiated by the Earth's surface

from othenvise escaping to space. The response of the global system to this trapped heat
is a climate that is warmer tÌ¡an it would be otherwise ivithout th" pr"r"n", of theìe gases.
In the absence of these greenhouse gases the temperature on Earth-would be too co¡d-to
support life as we know it today. of all the greenhouse gases, water vapor is by far the
most dominant, but other the gases are more effective at fapping heat eìeigy from
certain portions of the electomagnetic spectum whereas wãter vapor is señii-transparent
to heat escaping from the Earth's surface.

In addition outlined above, there is a change underway in
the greenho eenhouse gases are increasing ñ the
atmosphere I increasingly trapping more Íeat, Direct
atmospheric measurements made over the pæt 50 years have documented the steady
growttr in the atmospheric abundance of carbon dioxide. In addition to these directïeal-
time measurements, ice cores have revealed the atrnospheric carbon dioxide

using air bubbles tapped within layers
on dioxide has increased by nearly 35
a¡ed to the relatively constarit

(Figure r). rhe predominant cause orrhis *:,'åiflT":rt"i11ïj'::*",fiJ"itl'jlïjï'
of fossil ñ¡els and the burning of forests. Further, methane abundance has doubled over
the Indutial Era, but the increase of methane has slowed over the recent decade for
reasons not clearly understood. Other heaþEapping gases are also increasing as a result
of human activities. We a¡e unable to state with certainty the exact rate at wiich tl¡ese
gases will continue to increase because of uncertainties in fi:hrre emissions, as well as

up by the atmosphere, land,
osphere these greenhouse gases
centuries. This means they

The increase in heat-trapping greenhouse gases is projected to be amplified by feedback
effects, such as changes in water vapor, snolry cover, and sea ice. As atmospheric

e and other greenhouse gases increase, the iesulting
leads to less sea ice and snow coverhelping to raisã
now cover and sea ice decrease, more of the Sun's energy



is absorbed by the planet, instead ofbeing reflected back to space by the snow cover and

sea ice. Present evidence also suggests fhat as greenhouse gtrses lead to temperature

increases, evaporation increases leading to more atmospheric water vapor. Additional

I water vapor (which, as medtioned above, is a-!he dominant greenhouse gas) acts as a very

important feedback to ft¡rther increase temperature. Our present understanding suggests

that these feedback effects account for about 60 percent of the warming. The magnitude

of these feedback effects, and others such as changes in clouds, remains a significant

source of uncertainty related to our understanding of the impact of increasing greenhouse

gases. For example, increases in evaporation and water vapor affect global climate in

other ways besides increasíng temperature such as increasing rainfall and snowfall rates,

and accelerating drying during droughts. The increase in greenhouse gas concentations

in the atmosphere implies a positive radiative forcing, i.e., a tendency to warm the

climate system.

particles (or aerosols) in the atnosphere resulting from human activities can also affect

climate. Aerosols vary considerably by region. Sonle. iretosolffis.ac{in ä sense

opposite ttr tfre g¡eerrhouqg gasçs.and cause a n9galiy,c fþi-ch
syster.nr (e, gi, sulfatç aef òs ö l)' p- th.e.{.?.e.T999 

! 9.,a.çL -tI !Þ 9 9 411t ç
and warm the climate (e.g., soot). In conhast to the long-lived nature of ca¡bon dioxide

(centuries), aerosols are shortlived and removed from n a few

days. Therefore, human-generated aerosols exert a lon nly
because their emissions continue each day of the year. can be

manifested directly by tlreir abilíty to reflect and trap heat, but they can also have an

indirect effect by changing the lifetime of clouds and changing the clouds reflectivity to

sunshine. The magnitude of the negative forcing of the indirect effect of aerosols is

highly uncertain, but may be larger than the direct effect of aerosols.

Emissions of greenhouse gasps and aerosols continue to alter the atmosphere in ways that

are éxpected to affect the climate. There are also natural factors which exert a forcing on

climatL, e,g., changes in the Sun's energy output and Short-lived (a few years) aerosols in

the statosphere foilowing episodic and explosive volcanic eruptions. The decadal time-

scale forcing estimates of the greenhouse gases are larger than all the qther forcings over

the past several decades and continue to grow disproportionately larger.

Human activities also have a large-scale impact on the land surface. Changes in land use

runofi and pollution, resulting in urban heát islands'2

2 The global impact ofthese urba¡¡ heat islands has been extersively analyzed a¡ld assessed to ensu¡e

nl.^ui"r.nt óf global temperature are not biased by local urban heat islands.



There is no doubt that the composition of the atmosphere is changing because òf human

activities, and today greenhouse gases are the largest human influence on global climate.

What exactly is a climate model and why is it useful?

Many of the laws governing cliinate change and the processes involved can be quantified and

linked by mathematical equations, Figure 2 shows schematically the kinds of processes that can

be included ín climate models. Among these are many earth system components such as

atmospheric chemishy, ocean circulation, sea-ice, land-surface hydrology, biogeochemistry,

atmospheric circulation, etc. The physics of many ofthe processes governing climate change are

well understood,.and may be described by mathematical equations. Linking these equations

creates mathematical models of climate tlrat may be run on computers ol super'computers.

Coupled climate models can include mathematical equations describing physical, chemical, and

biogeochemical Processes.

In facg coupled climate models are the preferred way to approach climate modeling' This is

because if we put all our understanding into a single model, it would be too complex to run on

any existing computer systems. The decisions for how to build any given climate model includes

hade-offs between the complexity of the model and nuniber of Earth-system comPonents

included, the horizontal and spatial resolution within the model, and the number of years of
simulations the model can produce per day of computer time. Consequently, there is a hierarchy

of model complexity, often based on the degree to which approximations are.required for each

model or component Processes omitted.

Approximations in climate models represent aspe equire parameter choices

urri.,tutring." This "tuning" is referred to as mod s a simple example,

imagine u singl" cumulus cloud and how it has to bal climate model' The

cloud may only encompass only a few hundred meters in the vertical and horizontal extent,

which is much fu¡er resolution than can be nu¡ on today's coupled atmosphere and ocean climate

models. This then means that in order to incorporate such clouds into the climate model, some

approximations have to be made regarding the statistical properties of such clouds within say an

aiåa 100 or 1000 times larger than the cloud itself - because this area is the level of resolution

the model can accept. A similar approach is also required in today's state-oÊthe-science weather

forecasting models.

An important difference between weather forecasting models and climate models is that weather

models are initialized with a specific set of observations representing today's weather to

precisely predict the weather "x" days or hours into the future. The initial starting conditions of
ihe climatã models, however, are not nearly as important. Climate models are used to simulate

many years of 'leathei' into the fuhre with the intent of understanding the difference in the

collèction of weather events at some point in the future, compared to some other time in the past
e

se

mate



changes and va¡iations of the extemal forcings controlling climatg and a comprehensive
understanding of climate feedbacks (such as a change in the earth's reflectivity because of a

change sea ice or cloud amount) and natural climate variability.

Model simulations of climate over specified periods can be verified and validated against the' observational record. Models that prove to describe climate variability and change well can be
used as a tool to increase our understanding ofthe climate system, Once evaluated and

validated, climate models ca¡l then be used for predictive purposes. Given specifîc forcing
scenarios, climate models can provide viable projections of fi¡ture climate. In fac! climate
models have become the primary means to predict climate, although prediction is ultimately
likely to be achieved through a variety of means, including the observed rate of global climate
change.

How do we know the global air temperature is increasing?

There has now been a comprehensive analysis of the changes of temperatures near the

I surface and throughout much.of the atmosphere in the reeent-Ap¡I]Qûrú-Climate Change
Science Program (CCSP) Synthesis and Assessment Report I . l. This report addressed

ttre nagging issue of differences in the rate of warming between measurements derived
near the surface and those taken from the atmosphere, The surface air temperatures are
derived from several different analyses teams using various combinatiohs of ocean ships
and buoys, land observations from weather reporting stations, and satellite data.

Atrlospheric data sets have been derived using satellites, weather balloons, and a

combination of the two.

Considering all the latest satellite, balloon and surface recordq the CCSP report
concluded there is no significant discrepancy between the rates of global temperature

change over the past several decades at the surface compared to changes higher in the
atmosphere. The report does, however, acloowledge there a¡e still uncertainties in the

fropics, and this is primarily related to data from weather balloons. There is uncertainty
as to whether scientists have been able to adequately adjust for known biases and errors

in the data, especially in the tropics where many developing natjons stuggle to routinely
launch weather balloons and process these measurements.

Globally, data indicate the rates of temperature change have been similar throughout the
atmosphere since 1979 when satellite data were first available, atrd the rates of
temp€rature change have been slightly greater in the atmosphere compared to the surface

air temperature since 1958 (the time at which weather balloons had adequate spatial

coverage for global calculations). The global surface temperature time series, shown in
Figure 3, indicates warming on even longer time scales, with acceleration since 1976.

Instrumental measurements are not our only evidence foi. increasing global temperatures.

The observed increased melting of glaciers can be used to estimate the rate of
temperature increase since the late 19ù Century. Estimates of the nearsurface

temp€rature based on glacial melting are very similar to estimates based on instrumental



data. There has been a15-20 percent reduction in A¡ctic sea ice since the 1970s, a l0
percent decrease in snow cover since the 1970s, and shortened periods oflake and riyer
ice cover (about 2 weeks shorter since the I9ú cenfury). Also, òcean heat content has
sigrrificantly increased ove¡ the iastseveral decades.

Why do we think humans are influencing the Earth's climate?

The scientific community has been actively working on detection and athibution of
climate change as related to human activities since the 1980s. As described above, one
set of tools often used to examine these issues a¡e mathematical computer models of the
climate. outstanding issues in modeling include specifling forcing mechanisms (e.g., the
causes of climate variability and change) within the climate system; properly dealing with
cornplex feedback processes that affect carbon, energy, and water sources, sinks and
hansports; and improving simulations of regional weather, especially extreme events.
Today's inadequate or incomplete measurements of the various forcing mechanisms, with
the exception of well-mixed greenhouse gases, add uncertainty when trying to simulate
past and present climate. Confidence in our ability to predict ñ¡tu¡e climate depends on
our ability to use climate models to attribute past and present climate change to specific
causes,

þ.ecentéarþondi.o¡ì.deerì'iiiisidii:¡'B¡¿t

mþtt[e8s..B_y.rq¡e¡.¡]s.!þ.e.9.i1. . ... . .

temperatue, the capacity of the atmosphere to hold more water vapor is incréaCèã, ivliiòh 
--

defines the upper bounds of the amount of precipitation that can occur during short term
(-daily or less) extreme precipitation evènts.

3 Radiative forcing is the change in the net vertical irradiance (expressed in Watts persquaro meter: Wm'2)
at the tropoPause due to an intemal change or a change in the extemal forcing of the climate system, such
as, for example, a change in tl¡e conccntration ofcarbon dioxide or thc ouþut ofthe Sun.

4 
C¡imate during periods prior to the development of measuring instruments, íncluding historic and

geologio time, for which only proxy climate records a¡e availabte. A proxy climate indicator is a local
record that is interpreted, using phj,sical and biophysical principles, to represent some combination of
climate-relaled variations back in time. Climate-ielated data derived in this way are referred to as proxy

ii: iitutñcieoi cviacncc



there is considerable confidence that the observed warming, especially the period since

1970s is mostly attributable to increases in greenhouse gases.

Changes in Extremes in the United States

The U.S. Climate Change Science Program Synthesis and Assessment Report 3.3 will
specifically address the issue of changes in extreme events, focusing on North America.
This assessment plans on comprehensively assessing a wide range of climate-related
extreme events and promises to help clariff what we know ar¡d do not yet understand

about these important events, as related to climate change. Here, three types of climate
exEemes are discussed as they are likely to be influenced by rising global temperatures.

This includes changes the frequency and intensity ofheavy and exteme precipitation
eYents, droughts, and hurricanes.

Increasing air temperature leads to increased water vapor in the àtmosphere. Surface

moisture, if available (as it always is over the oceans), effectively acts as the "air
conditioner" of the surface - as heat used for evaporation moibtens tbe air rather than
warming it. Therefore, another consequence of global heating of tÌ¡e lower Foposphere is
accelerated land-surface drying and more atmospheric water vapor (the dominant
greenhouse gas). Satellite measurements now confirm a sigrrificant increase in

atmospheric water vapor, consistent with theoretical expectations given thê rate of
observed atmospheric warming during the past several decades. Accelerated drying,
without an increase in precipitation, increases the incidence and severity of droughts,

whereas additional atmospheric water vapor increases the risk of heavy precipitation
events. Increases in global temperah:re also increase sea surface temperatures, one of
several important factors affecting tlre hurricane intensify.

NOAA's National Climatic Data Center calculates a Climate Exhemes Index (CEI) over
the United States that includes exhemes related to all of these indicators including
temperature, precipitation, drought a¡rd hr¡rricanes. Although no index can claim to
adequately capture all of the important changes in extremes, the changes and variations of
the CEI as reflected in Figure 5 is illustrative of the varying decadal variábility of climate
extremes. Currently, the CEI is at record levels during the past decade or so, but not
much higher than in previous decades, and so there is no clear indication of a general

increase in the aggregate set of, extemes included in the CEI when viewed across much
of the 2o'h Century.

Changes ín Heø4t and Ertreme Precipítation

data. Examples ofproxies are; úee ring records, characteristics ofcorals, and various data derived from ice

cores.



Basic theory, climate model simulations, ànd empirical evidence (Figure 6) confrm that
warner climates, owing to increased water vapor, lead to more intense precipitation
events even when the total precipitation remains constant, and with prospects for even
sbonger eyents when precipitation amounts increase. Figure 7 depicts the aggregatè
land-surface world-wide changes in heavy precipitation events over the last half of the
20ü century with an associated geographic depiction of where changes in heavy
precipitation have occurred, with most areas showing increases. World-wide, an increase
ôf a fe* percent in heavy precipitation events is evident since the middle of the 20ü
century, particularly in the middle and high latitudes. By the end of the 2l r Century a

10-20 percent increase in tlre precipitation rate for l-day extreme precipitation events (20
year return periods) is in the middle range of a vziriety of climate models, when forced
with a rather conservative change in atmospheric greenhouse gases) Carbon dioxide does

not exceed 550 ppmv5.

The practical implications of addressing these changes are seen in NOAA's recent update

of the Ohio River Basin's 1O0-year 24-hour precipitation retum period. Over the past

several decades increases in precipitation rates for tþe I in 100 year extreme daily
precipitation amount was observed in many areas of the eastem United States over the
pastseveral decades. These data are used to help set engineering design standard related
to excessive rainfall.

Changes in Drought Severig and Frequency
Drought is a recurring feature of the climate system. In otherwords, we have had major
droughts in the past and expect to have major droughts in the future. At any given time,
at least part of ttre U.S. is in drought, with percentages ranging ûom 5'80 percent of the
toøl land area. U.S. droughts show pronounced multi-year to multi-decadal variability,
but no convincing evidence for systemafic long-lerm trends toward more or fewer events.

Drought calculations have been made showing that over the U.S, the increase in
temperatures that may have lead to increased evaporation have been compensated by a

general increase in precipitation over the past few decades. In general, there are no clear
pattems of precipitation inciease emerging from climate model simulations as global

temperahres increase, so the increase in precipitation over the past few decades may not
persist and could reverse. Such a reversaì, added to the continuing increase in
temperahres (January tfuough June of 2006 have been the warmest temperatures in U.S.

records dating back to 1895) could lead to greater drought severity and frequency,

especially during periods of dry weather due to increases in evaporation.

For the continental U.S., the most extensive U.S. drought in the modem observational
rècord occurred from 1933 to 1938. In July 1934,80 percent of the U,S, was gripped by
moderate or greater drought (Figure 8), and 63 percent was experiencing severe to

exreme drought. During 1953-1957, severe drought covered up to 50 percent ofthe
country. Paleoclimatic data (e.g. hee ring measurements) have been used to reconstruct

drought paffems for the period prior to the modern instrumental record. These

J Such a scena¡io is built on the storyline of relatively low population growth and with rapid changes in
economic structures toward a service and information economy, with reductions in materia.l intensity, and

the introduction of clea¡ md ræource-efficient technologies.



reconstn¡ctions show that during most of the past fwo millennja the climate of the
\vestern U.S, has been more qrid than at present. The recent intense Westem drought
from I999 to 2004 that strongly affected the Colorado River basin was exceeded in
severity as recently as the l9ù cenh¡ry. Within the past millennium there have been
severe droughts in both the western U.S, and Midwest that have lasted for multiple
decades.

Long-term warming trends have led to changes in the timing of snow melt and sfream
flows, especially in the V/est. This is resulting in earlier peak stream flows and
diminished summer-time fl ows.

Chønges ín Hurricane Intensily and Frequency
Tropical storms and particularly hurricanes, are an important issue of concem for the
United States. The unprecedented hurricane season of2005, and especially the havoc
created by Katrina, raised public awareness of the dangers of hurricanes to new heights.
Hurricanes respond to a number of environmentâl factors including ocean temperatures,
atmospheric stability, El Niño, and other factors. One impofant qug¡figg,i"s y-lg$91..
hurricane activity has changed over the last 100 years. Since I995,

- .1 _ -, . .:- : : ....¿-J-' Ì!i:.".j.r: ¡. ,..1ïar,.(., r

aoti vjÈy hàs si gni f ieantly inöie'æ ed; w-ith'r
conipired to the two previor¡S Ce¡edes .I{gy.q-v-gt.p.?Llþrp-çn.qdç,.-s-q9-h4!the
1945 to 1970 period were nearly as active.

An important consideration in hunica¡re intensity is a tend towa¡d warmer sea surface
temperatures, particularly in the tropical Atlantic a¡d Gulf of Mexico, indicating climate
change may play some role in the increased hurricane intensity. A¡other factor is a slow
cycle of natural fluctuatjons in atmospheric conditions and ocean temperatures in the
NortÌ¡ Atlantic referred to as the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO). This AMO
is currently in a warm ocean temperature phase.

What does the future ho
fâvoraÞ,le oonditions fo¡ d
On, previous active perlo

9ilctt$!t
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òf Uu¡jinø

iimqiß.tA3l: citati

ùo.tal nuntber of hurrioanes will change ih future years.

Npw .anâlis-es of preçip itatio¡ rêtgs

cyclories (both hurricanes and fopi
iecently been completed; These analyses Sl:

with topical eyclone stiength, while horirlyptecjpitàSbn il'cÞs,.no e

more intense hurricanes have longer periods with lieavlt rai+fall,
relevant for local plaruring, if indeed tropical cyclgne stength'íncreæes in the ñrture.l



Overall, the issue of hurricanes and climate change is an ongoing debate. The scientific
community has varying viewpoints on the magnitude of influence of global climate
change on hurricanes and how long the current active period will last. NOAA recognizes
the debate and continues to study hurricane development, intensity, activify, and
modeling.

,Conclusion

:'
local and regional scales, urbanization and land use cbanges are also important. While
there is still considerable uncertainty about the rates ofchange that can be expected it is
clear fhese changes will be increasingly manifested in important and tangible ways, such
as changes in exhemes oftemperature.and precipitation, decreases in seasonal and
perennial snow and ice extent, sea level rise, arid now there is accumulating evidence to
suggest that there will be increases in hurricane intensify and related heavy and exteme
precipitation. Fu¡thermore, while there has been progress in monitoring and
understanding climate change, there remain many scientific, technical, and institutional
impediments to precisely plaru:ing for, adapting to, and mitigating the effects of climate
change. In many respects we are venhrring into the unloown territory with changes in
climate, and its associated effects.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman for allowing me the opportunity to help inform the
Committee about climate change.
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Figure 2. Components of the climate system and the interactions among them, including

thãhurn* component. All these components have to be modeled as a coupled system

that includes the oceans, atmosphere, land, cryosphere, and biosphere'
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Simulated annual global mean s urface temperatures

(a) Natural (b) Anthropogenic

Figuie 4: Climate model simulations of the global air temperahrre for the period 1860-

2000. Figure 43a includes only natural forcing mechanisms such as volcanic eruptions

and solar variability;43b includes only anthropogenic greenhouse gas increases; and 43c

includes bpth nahrral and anthropogenic forcing mechanisms (from IPCC 2001).
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U,S. Climate Extremes lndex
Annual (Jan-Dec)

191 0-2005

t920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000
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Figure 5: The U.S, Climate Extremes Index (CEI¡'is the average of the percent of U'S'

laíd areu experiencing extremes in temperatures, drought, precipitation, and trOpical

storms. Moie detailed information on the CEI is available at

htþ://www.ncdc.noaa. gov I oal climatelr esearch/ ceíl cei'html'
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Figure 6: The diagram shows that warner ç @ of total

ruírfull coming frãm heavy and very heavy dwide

distibution ofãbserving stations, but each h ation

amount of 230(+5) mm. For cool climates (blue)¡ there are more daily precipitation

events than in warner climates (Adapted from Karl and Trenberth,2002). The various

cloud and rain symbols reflecr the various daily precipitation rates and have been

categorized in the top panel of this figure to reflect the approximace proportion of the

various precipitation rates for cool, moderate, and warm climates across the globe'
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Figure 7: Changes in the contributìon of heavy precipitation eYents to the annual total

amount. Globally t¡ere has been a change of nåady trro percent since the mid-20ù

century (from Alãxander et al., 2006: Global observed changes in daily climate extremes

of temperature and precipiøtion. J. Geophys. .Res., D05 I 09, doi: I0' 1029 n0051D006290)'
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Percent of U.S. in Moderate to Extreme Drought

January 1900 - March 2006
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Figure 81 The percentage of the contiguous U.S. land area in moderate to severe drought

(N-OAA, National Climatic Data Center)'
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Number of U.S. Hurricane Strikes by Category
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Figure 9; The number of hurricanes stiking the U.S. summed by five year periods (e'g.

l9õl-1905, lg06-lgl0,etc.). Theredbaristhenumberofmajorhurricanes(category3-
5) and blue bar is the number of weaker category I and2 hurricanes per five year period

(pentad). (NOAA, National Climatic Data Center)
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DQC: Please advise of any problems wíth these ( I see Lewis has already sent direcgy to you).
Please know that you will be receiving additionat comments from OMB and others latei today and
tomorow morning.

Jagon 9rav,1Pob Rainey: Please provide your comments later today on Holkeystick - you can piggy backon this markup if it makes sense, othenrvise, just provide your comments. Thanks.

The goal is to get all of the comments on hockey stick to.DOC tonight and all the comments on the 7/20hearing to commerce tomorrow morning.

<<M 6 Climate Change Testimony forJuly 20 to OMB-4EQÌm Z-14-06-OMCcomments.doc>> <<Hockey
Stick testímony for July 19 DOC_OMBcomments.doc>>. @_ '\,
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From: McCulloch, Lewis D.

Sents Monday, July 77,2006 1:26 pM

To: Fitter, E. Holly

Cc: Lyon, RandolphM.;Grownlf}almuûÐ
SubJect: RE: tRM EHF511 - - Two pieces of COMMERCE oversight Testimony on Oimate Change

Holly,

Here are commerce Branch camments on the two pieces of climate change testimony. These comments
are focused on clarifying the testimony and do not impact the scientific ¡u¿ömunt àxpiåssed within.Please let me know íf you have any questions.

Thanks,
Lewis

---!' \OMB Commerce Branch commenls on LRM EHF511 _ - T,pieces of COMMERCE Oversight Testimony ãn Ct¡mate
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WRITTEN STATEMENT BY
, DR- THOMAS R- I(ARL

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ÀDMINISTRATION (NOAA)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

FOR AN OVERSIGHT HEARING;
INTRODUCTION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM

U.S. HOUSE OF R.EPRESENTATIVES

JULY 20,2006

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: As Director of the National Climatic Data
Center, which is part of the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and IRformation
Service (NESDIS) within the National Oceanic and Atmosphe¡ic Administration
(NOAA), and as Program Manger for one of five different NoAA climate Goal
Prögrams (Climate O I am pleased to have the opportunity to
testifu before you tod Data Center is the world's largest 

'
archive of weather an includes data critical to understanding climate
variability and change, and also acts as the Nation's Scorekeeper regarding the trãnds and
anomalies of weather and climate.

The U'S rogram integrates federal research on global climatechange, eral agencies.r since ccsp was creatãd in20}2, theprogram a wide range of research, climate science priorities
and budgets of the thirteen CCSP agencies. With a¡r approximately $2 billionãnnual
expenditure, CCSP has taken on the most challenging questions in climate science and is
developing products to convey the most advanced state of knowledge to be used by
federal, state and local decision rnakers, resource managers, the science community, the
media, and the general public. Over t}¡e next two years CCSP will be completing á series
of 2l synthesis and Assessrnent Reports, the first of which was just released a few
months ago. The collection ofthese Synthesis and Assessment Report will address many
of the issues pertinent to this testimony.

I will provide an overview of our bæic understanding of the atmosphere in terms of: the
role that greenhouse gases play in the atmosphere; evidence for how greenhouse gases

I The CCSP participating agencies include the Departments ofAgriculture, Commerce, Defense, Energy,
Health a¡ld Human Services, fhe Interior, State, and Transportation, the National Soience Foundation, üe
Enviror¡mental Protectíon Agency @PA), the National Aeronautics and Spzice Administration (NASA),
U.S. Agency for.International Development, and the Smithsonian lnstitution. Additional CCSp liaisons
reside in the Ofüce of Science_a¡¡d Tcchnology Policy, the Council on Environmental Quality, the National
Economic Council and the Office of Managcment and Budget.



are already influencing the climate in both general and in specific ways; an infroduction
_!q-en the use of global climate models; how we know global temperahres

are increasing; and why we think it is very likely (>95 percent probability) that humans
arelargely respgnsible for many of the observed general and specific changes in climate
over thi past sãveral þecadej..

Atmospheric Composition and Greenhouse Gases

The natural "greenhouse" effect is real, and is an essential component of the planet's
climate process. A small percentage (roughly 2 percent) of the atmosphere is, and long
has been, composed ofgreenhouse gases (water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone and
methane). These gases effectively prevent part of the heat radiated by the Earth'ssurface
from otlterwise escaping to space. The response of the.global system to this tapped heat
is a climate that is warmer than it wouìd be otherwise without the ¡iresence of these gases.
In the absence of these greenhouse gases the temperahre on Earth would be too cold to
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In addition to the natural greenhouse effect outlined above, there is a change underway in
the greenhouse radiation balance. Some greenhouse gases are increasing in the
atmosphere because of human activities and increasingly trapping more heat. Di¡ect
atmospheric measurements rnade over the past 50 years have documented the steady
growth in ttre atmospheric abundance of carbon dioxide. In addition to these direct real-
time measurements, ice ceres have revealed the atnospheric carbon dioxide
concenhations of the distant past. Measurements using air bubbles trapped within layers
of accumulating snow show that atmospheric carbon dioxide has increased by nearly 35
percent over the Indushial Era (since 1750), compared to the relatively constant
abundance of carbon dioxide over at least the preceding 750 years of the past millennium
@igure l). The predominant cause of this increase in carbon dioxide is the combustion
of fossil fuels and the buming of forests. Further, methane abundance has doubled over
the Industrial Era, but the increase of metl¡ane has slowed over the recent decade for
reasons not clearly understood. Other heat-tapping gases are also increasing as a result
of human activities. We are unable to state with certainty the exact rate at which these
gases will continue to increase because of uncertainties in future emissions, as well as

uncertainties regarding how these emissions will be taken up by the atnosphere, land,
and oceans. We are certain, however, that once in the atmosphere these greenhouse gases
have a relatively long life{ime, on thé order of decades to centuries. This means they
become well mixed throughout the globe.

The increase in heat-tapping greenhouse gases is projected to be amplified by feedback
effects, such as changes in water vapor, snow cover, arld sea ice. As atmospheric
concentrations ofca¡bon dioxide and other greenhouse gases inctease, the resulting
increase in surface temperahrre leads to less sea ice and snow cover heþing io raise
temperatures even fr¡rther. As snow cover and sea ice decrease, more of the Sun's energy



is absorbed by the planet, instead ofbeing reflected back to space by the snow cover and
sea ¡ce. Present evidence also suggests that as greenhouse gases lead to temperahre
increases, evaporation increases leading to more atmospheric water vapor. leaaitional
water vapor (whicb, as mentíoned äbove, is a t a very

9-gggç.s.t{.___
agnitude

source of uncerrainþ, rerared to our unders,";"0'ru%i,il't'lr;*:'m*:åil#'"i:"r"
gases. For example, increases in evaporation and water vapor affect global climate in
other ways besides increasing teniperahue such as increasing rainfatl and snowfall rates,
and accelerating drying during droughts. The increase in greenhouse gas concentations
in the atmosphere implies a positive radiative forcing, i.e., a tendency to warm the
climate system.

Particles (or aerosols) in the atmosphere resulting from humar¡ activities can also affect
climate. Aerosols vary considerably by region.'some aerosol types act in a sense
opposite to the greenhouse gases and cause a negative forcing or cooling of the climate
system (e.g., sulfate aerosol). other aerosols act in the same way as greenhouse gases,
and warm the climate (e.g., soot). In contast to the long-lived nature of carbon dioxide
(cenhrries), aerosols are short-lived and removed fiom the lower atnosphere within a few
days. Therefore, human-generated aerosols exert a long-term forcing on climate only
because their emissions continue each day of the year. Aerosol effects on climate can be
manifested directly by their ability to reflect and trap heat, but they can also have an
indirect effect by changing the lifetime of clouds and changing the clouds reflectivity to
sunshine. The magrritude ofthe negative forcing of the indirect effect of aerosots is
highly uncertain, but may be larger than the direct effect of aerosols.

Human activities also have a large-scale impact on the land surface. Changes in land use
through u¡banization and agricultural practices, although not global, are often most
pronounced where people live, work, and grow food, and are part of the human impact on
climate. Large-scale deforestation and desertification in Amazonia and the Sahel,
respectively, are two instances where evidence suggests there is likely to be human
influence on regional climate. In general, city climates differ from those in sunounding
rural green areas, because ofthe "concretejungle" and its effects on heat retention,
runoffi and pollution, resulting in urban heat íslands.2

2 The global impact ofthese urban heat islands has been extensivety analyzedand assessed to ensure
measuremcnls ofglobal temperature a¡e not biased by local urban heat islands.
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There is no doubt that the composition of the atmosphere is changing because of human
activities, and today greenhouse gases are the largest human influence on global climate.

What exactly is a climate model and why is it useful?

Many of the laws goveming climate change and the processes ínvolved can be quantified and
linked by mathematical equations. Figure 2 shows schematically the kinds of processes that can
be included ese are many earth system components such as

. atmospheric sea-ice, Iand-surface hydrology, þicigeodheriiistr¡d--..
I atmospheric of many. thoCÉ_no!.All-(QK?t of the processes

goveming climate change are well understood, and may be described by mathematical equatiols,
Linking these equations creates mathematical models of climate that may be nrn on computers or
super-computers. Coupled climate models can include mathematical equations describing
physical, chemical, and biogeochemical processes.

In fact, coupled climate models a¡e the preferred way to approach climate modeling. This is
because if we put all our understanding into a single model, it would be too complex to run on
any existing computer systems. The decisions for how to build any given climate model includes
hade-ofß between the complexify of the model and number of Earth system components
included, the horizontal and spatial resolution within the model, and the number of yedrs of
simulations the model can produce per day of computer time. Consequently, there is a hierarchy
of model complexity, often based on the degree to which approximations are required for each
model or component processes omitted.

Approximations in climate models represent aspects of the models that require parameter choices
and "tuning." This "tuning" is referred to as model parameterization. As a simple example,
imagine a single cumulus cloud and how it has to be represented in a global climate model. The
cloud may only encompass only a few hundred meters in the vertical and horizontal extent,
which is much finer resolution than can be run on today's coupled atmosphere and ocean climate
models. This then means that in order to incorporate such clouds into the climate model, some
approximations have to be made regarding the statistical properties of such clouds within say an

area 100 or 1000 times larger than the cloud itself - because this area is the level of resolution
the model can accept. A similar approach is also required in today's state-of-the-qcience weather
forecasting models.

An important difference between weather forecasting models and climate models is that weather
models a¡e initìalized with a specific set of observations representing today's weather to
precisely predict the weather "x" days or hours into the future. The initial starting conditions of
the climate models, however, are not nearly as important. Climate models are üsed to simulate
many years of 'lveathe¡'' into the futu¡e with the intent of understanding the difference in the
collection of weather events at some point in the future, compared to some other time in the past
(often the climate of the last 30 years or so). This comparison enables scientists to study ttre

output of climate model simulations to understand the effect of various modifications of those
aspects of the climate system that might cause the climate to change. A key challenge in climate
modeling is to isolate and identiff cause and effect - which requires knowledge about the

'Cotnmedt [m6]: Plcæ provídc a
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changes and variat¡ons of the external forcings conholling climate, and a comprehensive
undersønding of climate feedbacks (such as ã chpge io ti. 
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How do we know the global air temperature is increasing?

There hasurface" ilTii;låüProgram ort LL This
nagging issue of differences in the rate of warming between measurements derived nearthe surface and those tak_en Êom the atmospher". 

-Th, 
surface ui, t"rprruno", *"

derived from several different analysds teams using various combinations of o"eãn ships
ions from weather reporting stations, and satellite data.
ve been derived using satellites, weather balloons, and a

considering all the latest satellite, balloon and surface records, the ccsp report
concluded there is no significant discrepancy between the rates of gl,obal temperature
change-over the Past several decades afthe Jurface compared to chäges higher in the
atmosphere. The report does, however, acknowledge there are still uncertainties in thetropics, and this is primarily related to
as to whether scientists have been able
in the data, especially in the hopics wh
launch weather balloons and process th

Clobally, data indicate the rates oftemperature change haye been similar throughout the
atmosphere since I 979 when sateilite data were firsi ãvailable, and the rates of
temperature change h.y? 

_b:r_n 
srightry greater in the atmosphere compared to the surface

aír tèmperature since 1958 (the time at which weather ballóons had aåequate spatial
coverage for global calculations). The global surface temperahre time jeries, sfrown in
Figure 3, indicates warming on even longer time scales, with acceleration sinåe ß76.

Instrumental temperattlre measu¡ements are not our only evidence for increasing global
ternperatures. The ofglaciers can be used to estimatiîhe rate
of temperature inc tury. Estimates of the near-surface
temperature based simitar to estimates based on instrumental



I te,r¡rperature data. There has been a l5-2}percent reduction in Arctic sea ice since the
1970s, a I0 percent decrease in snow cover since th e l970s,.and shortenea p*oa, ,i
Iake and ríver ice cover (about 2 weeks shorter since the l9û century). Also, ocean heat
contenthas significantly íncreased over the past several decades-

,

Why do we think humans are influencing the Earth,s climate?

The scientific communify has been actively working on detection and athibution of
climate change as related to human activities since the 1980s. As described above, one
set of tools often used to examine these issues a¡e mathematical computer models of theclimate. ecif,ing forcing mechanisms (".g-, the
causes o climate system; properly dealing witl¡complex )n, energy, and waïer ro*.ãr, sinks anj
raTpgrts; and improving simulations of regionar weatåer, especially ex¡.eme events.
Today's inadequate or incomplete'measurements of the various forcing mechanisms, with
the exception of well-mixed gr_eenhouse gases, add uncertainty wtren fring to simulate
past and Present climate. Confidence in our abil,ity to predict firhre climate depends on
óur ability to use climate models to attribute past ànd iresent climate change to specific
causes.

3 Radiative forcing is the change in the net verticat irradiance (expressed in Watts per square,neter: Wm-z)
at the tropopatrse due to an inlernal change or a change in the ixtåmal forcing of the climate system, such'
as, for exarnplg a change in the concentration ofcarbon dioxide or the outpuiofthe sun

4 
Climate during periods prior to the development of measuring inskuments, including historic and

geologic time, for which only proxy climate records are available. A proxy climate indicator is a local
record ùat is interprete4 using physical and biophysicatprinciples, to represent some combination of
climate-related variations back in time. Climate-retated data dcrived in this way a¡c refened to as proxy

corñriierittfi.n7Ji.rùti ¡, ir r"l"*nr ¡o
pòillt.lhís,or¡r hã¿? Trhc resr of thc
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n greenhouse gases.

Changes in Extremes in the United States

The U.S. Climate Ch.anqe Science Program Synthesis and Assessment Report 3.3 will
specifically address the issue of changes in exteme events, focusing on Nofh America.
This assessment plans on comprehensively assessing a wide range of climate-relateJ
extreme events and promises to help clari$ what we lsrow and do notyet understand
about these important events, as rel4ted to clirnate change. Here, three types of climate
exFemes are discussed as they are likely to be influenced by rising globáitemperatures.
This includes changes the frequency and intensity of heavy and eitirn" preciiitation
events, droughts, and hurricanes.

Increasing air temperature leads to increased water vapor in the atnosphere. Su¡face
moisture, if available (as it always is over the oceans), effectively acts as the ,,air
conditioner" of the surface -'as heat used for evaporation moistenj thè air rather than
warming it. Therefore, another consequence of global heating of the loWer hoposphere is
accele¡ated land-surface drying and more atmospheric water vapor (the dominant'
greenrouse gas). satellite measuremcnts now confirm a significant increase in
atmospheric water vapor, consistent wíth theoretical expectations given the rate of

. rane intensity.

lates a Climate Extemes Index (CEI) over
d to all of these indicators including

canes. Although no index can claim to
adequately capture all of the important changes in extremes, the changes and variations of
the CEI as reflected in Figure 5 is illustrative of the varying decadal variability of climate
extremes. Currently, the CEI is at record levels during the past decade or so, but not
much higher than in previous decades, and so there is no clear indication of a general
increase in the aggregate set of extemes included in tt¡e CEI when viewed acrãss much
of the 2Oth Cenfury.

Changes in Heøuy snd Extreme Precipítation

J:.ìVbar dæs this
c aalysis wcrc donc

data. Examples ofproxies are: tree ring records, cha¡acteristics ofcorals, and va¡ious data derived from ice
cores.



Basic theory, climate modèt simurations, and empiricar evidence (Figure 6) confirm thatwarrner cjimates, owing to increased \ryater vapor, Iead to rnor" irrì"n!" precipitation
with prospects for even
depicts the aggregate
overtl¡e lasthalf of the

ofa few percent in heavy precipitation evenl
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Changes in Drought Severigt ønd
Drought is a recurring featu¡e of th
droughts in the past, and expect to have m4
at least part of the U.S. is in drought, with i
total land area. U.S. droughts show pronoú
but no convincing evidence for systematic I

, Drought calculations have been made showi¡
I temperatures that may have read to increased evaporation hagve been compensated by a

st few decades. In general, there are no .1.u.
iom climate model simulations as global
cipitation over tl¡e past few decadei may not
dded to the continuing increase in
hâv,.e.heenEtlre.v$ar.¡qiêst.tgrôperati¡nes,in[J;S.

iå1ff;ii#i'i:î:i"'ï#ff*!rere''
For the continental u.s., the most extensive u.s. drought in the modem observational
record occurred from r933 to_r.93g. In Jury rg34,gofercent ofrrr" u.-s. *a" gdp;ã-uy
rnoderate or greater ù*41(Iiqlre g), anã 63 percent was experiencing severe toext'eme drought. During lgs3-l957,severe drõught covered up to lo p"rent of thecountry. Paleoclimatic data (e.g. tree ring measurãments) have been u."¿ to reconstruct
drought patterns for the period prior to the modern instuiental ,""ãri. These

¡,.1 ls
o,

r (wirh .

etc.) rathcr

r such a scenario is built on the storyline of relatively low population growth and with rapid changes ineconomlc structures toward a service and information economy, wíth reductions in material int"nsr:ty, undtl¡e int¡oduction of clean and resource-efficient technologies.



reconstructions show that during most of the past two millennia the climate of the
westem U'S' has been more arid than at present. The recent intense Western drought
from 1999 to 2004 that-strongly affected the Colorado River basin was exceeded in
severify as recently as the l9'h cenfury. within the past millennium there have been
severe droughts in both the westem u.s. and Midwäst that have lasted for multþle
decades.

Long-term warming tren_ds have led to changes in the timing of snow melt and stream
flows, especially in the west. This is resurting in earrier p"ãk ,n."- flows and
diminished summer-time fl ôws.

Hurricanes respond to a number of environ
atmospheric stability, El Niño, and other fa
hurricane activity has changed over tt¡e last I 00 yéars. Since 1995, Atlantic hurricaneac dr more hr¡rricanes, and more intense hurricanes,co (Figure 9). However, earlier periods, such as the19 ive.

An impofant consideration in hurricane intensity is a trend toward warmer sea su¡face
and Gulf of Mexico, indicating climate
cane intensity. Another factor is a slow

conditions and ocean temperatures in the
rtridecadal Oscillation (AMO). This AMO

is currently in a warm ocean temperature phase.

Stoqg?

iW.üat does the firture hold for hu¡ricane acti
favorable conditions for Atlantìe hurriðanes:

total nurnber of hurrica¡res will change in ñ¡tu.re years: [.-. [m16]: tlicir.is lors of
u iph PIøircsimplí!.

tion rates for different strengths of randfailing Atlantic tropicar
and bopical storms) over the southeastern Unite¿ States häve
These analyses show tlrat daily precipitation amounts increase

with tropical cyclone strength, while hourly precipitation áoes not. This means that the
more intense hurricanes have longer periods with heavy rainfall. The implications are
relevant for local planning, if indeed tropical cyclone stength increases in the fi¡h¡re.



modeling.i
commerit. [m1{3.Whôr sbour adding
cilatíors hcrc ùtd:ètièwhcrc in hi!
testinotry?

Conclusion

em climate change is dominated by
s in atmospheric composition.
sociated with energy use, but on

;

sussesr rhar rhere wir be increases ," orrr#ooü,î,i,ïåîäïiÏgät;ÏtJ;î:ï:
precipitation. Furthermore, while there has been p.ogrrrr in monitoring and
understanding climate change, there remain many scientific, technical, and institutional
impediments to precisely plSming for, adapting io, and mitígating the effects of climail
t-g". In ¡nany respects we are venhring into the *itnow" terñtory witt 

"hung"s 
ln

climate, and its associated effects.

Thank you again, Mr. chairman for allowing me the opporfunity to help inform the
Committee about climate change.

l0
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Transiti¡n hoo
So{d b Vopôr

Figure 2. Components of the climate system and the interactions mong them, including
the human component. All these components have to be modeled as a cãupled system "
that includes the oceans, atmosphere, Ia4d, cryosphere, and biosphere.
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century (from Alexander et al., 2006: Global observed changes in daily cli¡nate ex¡.emes
of temperature and precipitation. J. Geophys. rRes., D05r09,-doi:r0.r029noosroõolîlo¡.

Cômment [in20]: Wiar dæs tbcqu8c lim repreot on rhis grapi?
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le: tlpfares*eJuly 20th testimony

Subject: Re: Updates to July 20th testimony
From: Jennifer Sprague ffioaa-gov> IÐlr d.^À I ñqrÊr

'h#:tålhr7 Evt ^ö--
/

testimonyl nric asked that the

e9ry

Content-Type: application/mswr

Content-Encoding: base64

Date: Fri, 14 Jul2006 ll:22:58 -ø00
To: Noel-Turn

Noe1,

See the attached changes-
ilen

wrote:

'fen, Al¡sha and GJ-enn,
AtÈ.ached is an updaÈed version of the .Iuly 20th

IPCC stuff up front be cut (and inserted inÈo Èhe
Eric recommended to Tom Èhat he used some of the
which discusses greentrouse gases in more simpler
heâring). fn addiÈion, Eric asked Tom to include
exacÈly climate models are.

'Jennifer,M- Spragme
Policy Advisor
Office of Èhe Under Secretary
for Oceans and Atmospheie

National Oceanic & Àtmodpheric
Fax:

Juli 19th Èestirnony instead) .
language from his 200j_ testimony,
terms (as Èhis is truly a j.01
a section explaining whaÈ

This draft also includes a few nits frorn Tom and from OAR.

These changes are shov¡n in the atÈached using the tracked changes function-
Please rewiew these changes and let me know if you have any comments asap
tomorrovú.

Many thanks,
Noel

of Commerce

Adninistration (NOÀA) phone:

POLICY Climate Change (general) testimonyfor July 20.doc
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WRITTEN STATEMENTBY
DR. THOMAS R. KARL

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

FOR AN OVERSIGIIT IIEÄ.RING:
INTRODUCTION TO CLIMATE CIIANGE

BEFORE TIIE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JULY 20,200,6

Mr- Chairman and Members of the Committee: As Director of the National Climatic Data
Center, which is part of the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information
Service CNESDIS) within thé National oceanic and Aunospheric Administration
(NOAA), and as Program Manger forone of five differentñoAA climate Goal
Programs (climate observations and Anaþis), I am pleased to bave the opportunity to.
testìfu before you today. The National climatic Data cenrer is the worldts iargest 

-

archive of weatlrer and climate data, which includes data critical to understanding climate
variability and change, and also acts as the Nation's Scorekeeperregarding the tãnds and
anomalies of weather and climate-

l1t1_th9co-convening lead author of the Intergovemmental Panel on Climate Change
({CC¡ 2001 rçort (and had been lead author for the frst and second IPCC assessrnáts),
which contained a number of statements iegarding buman influences on climate and
potential climate change. Presentl¡ I am one of the review editors for the fourtb IpCC
assessment, scheduled to be released in20f7- Since the 2001 report, there has been
consideiable additional research in this area, building upon the s"i"o"" underpinnine the

!influence ofhumans on global climate change. 
;

Atmospheric Composition and Greenhouse Gases

IÞleted: I begin rny resrimny by
brÈfly rcviewing rhc lpCC præes fmm
a participaringscientist's paspætivc. I
will providc an ovcniw ofou¡ bosic
underønding of fhc aùmÐlEæ b tenE
of: thc roÞ tÞt græntrorse gases play in
thc ¡onosphcre: widcrrc for hæ
gremhowe gasæ arc abcady inllæming
rhe clinate in both gørral and in spccifrc
ways: and why ir b vcry likcly (>95
percot Fobabil;ry) thar hùmß ,É
largcly rgspom.ble for mDy of ùE
obsened chang* in clim tc ovs ùe pasr
wml decades. I
t
I
Tb€ IFCC Prærs3 frM a P¿rt¡cípâtlDg
end Reviewing Scicntll's Perspñt¡vs1
I
TÞ primry iDtent of tlæ IPCC psn'odic
Nßrmls is to ¡rovide gove¡lmnt
policy-mken wirh the laþst ar¡d mst
comprehercive siðtifi c infom tion
posible about humn inflmes on or
global climtc, in a lângußs llul hð
mning and rclevmc to gorcnmnþl
policy-mkæ- The IPCC æssmrs
havc. howevc¡. Frovided mwh more.
Frcn prrcly a sientílrc peßpoct;ve.
parricþtim in the IPCC pæ* is
extrmly dæinbÞ, r it plovidcs the
maæ fs thc wo¡ld\ sicntisrs lo dimus
lcading-edç issws with rigomu
worldsirb scimtific rwicw- TÞ IPCC
prws crourcs that ûÊ sciendsts who
parricþte wll aryay from tlË præ6s
wìh a ñller appreciation of wlsc
imporønt pay+ffs in lw ærch ar¡d
obscnirg systm are mst l;kcly to
ærgc. This hæ inporlail inpacts m
ru mtioir's climte change prograru
imluding both Qs Uniæd Srares Global
Change Rcsærch Pmgram and tlr
Cl¡mlc Clunge Science Program. t
I



liom the Fnrth's qrrrface

atmospheric abundance of carbon dioxide- In addition to these direct real-time

gases ¿ìre also increasing as a rcsult of human activities- We are unable lo state with
certaintv the exact rate at rvhich these qase.s rvill continue to increase because of
uncertainties in future emissions as well as how these emi.ssions will be taken up by the

greenhouse gases have a relatively lons life-time^ in the order ofdecades to centurjes.
This means they become rvell mixed tb¡oughout the globe-

understanding sugsests that these feedback effects accoùnt for about 60%o of the

snorvfall rates. and acceleratine drvine durins droughls.

radiative forcing- i.e.. a tendency to warm the climate system.

Der€lêdr dæ ro hlmn actþitiæ



hiehlv uncertain. but mav be larser than the direct effect of aerosols.

Human activities also have a large-scale impact on the land surface. Changes in land use
through urbanization and agricultural practices, although not global, are often most
pronounced where people live, work, and grow food, and are part of the human impact on
climate' Large-scale deforestation and desertification in Amazonia and the Sahel,

instances be human
climate. in surrounding
ause of th retention,
resulting

There is no doubt that the composition of the atrnosphere is changing because of human
activities, and today greenhouse gases are the largest human influence on global climate.

What exactlv is a climate model and rvhv is it useful?

t 
The global impact ofthese urban heat islands has been extensively analyzed and assessed lo ensure

measurements of global lemperature are not biased by local urùan heat islands.

Dcl€ted; duc ro humn æríviriæ

Dcteted: Thc atmspÞre is mde up of
a mmbcr of gass. mosl mtably nitrog€n
at ?8 pcEnt ar¡d otygeD ât aboùl 20
pcrcenl Hoeever, the mindcr of the
atDo+ùere is compo*d of ¡ rumbcrof
vcry inponant gasæ tlEl imlude
inponant grenhousc gßes $ch as mltr
vapor at aboul 2 percÐt atd caóon
dioxide at about 0.04 pcrccnt Thc* bst
two gass. pl6 a numbcr ofothø
greenhow gascs thal cxist in evcn
smller çantities (e.g.. ozom, mthare,
nitmu oxiès) absorö em of lhe h6r
æ16r (infmrcd ndiarion) givcn off by
tlE E¿nh's surfâce tlnt otÞruis would
bc úansmined b6ck to spæe. Thc various
atmsplmíc gæs cont¡ibutc to thc
grccnhoue cffæt, thc inpøct of whích in
clær skia is -ó0 percent FÌom wtq
vapo¡. -2ó perceDt from ca¡ùon dioxidc.
18 psrænt frcm ozorÉ, and th¿ ¡eg ñDm
trace gass imluding mcthaæ and ni[ous
o¡ich- The presme of thse gmnhouin
gass arc critical to regulating tlrc Earth's
ayeEge terTEmtuÉ at about 6fF, as
without ÌlËc gæ tlæ Eanh's avenge
lmpcmturc would bc apploximrely 5ôF

- lm cold to suppon lifc as wc lnow it. t
I
Thøl if gænhæ g¡s are crirical to
lifc, why È thcre corc'm about
glmhou* gasæ imrøsing? On
avemge. tlr cHFr frcm thc su¡ rcceived
at lbc top of lhe Eåth's atrßphcrc
amouDts to 175 pclawans (PW: 175
guùi¡l;oD wtts or l75rl0rs mts). of
which -ll percøt È reflæred by clods
and frcm the surlace. TIE Est of the
ererÐl (120 PW) is aùsorbed by rhe
armphcrc. lan¿ o¡ æca¡\ and
ù¡tímtcly cmined bâct to space as
infrarcd ndiation. Thc min wy in
which humre alrcr gjoùal climrc is by
interfring with lhe mn¡nl flox of
erergr throgh choçs in armsphcrh
comp6¡r;oÂ mt by achnlly gcËEtin8
lrcat in emgr wç. On a global æale-
even a I ¡rrccnt change ;n the emgy
flows. which is tlp o¡ds of rhe csti¡mtcd
changc to date, domimles all olher direct
influmes humaro have on climte. t
f
GloÞal changes in atmpheric
conposition æcur Êom aDthropogenic

missiom of grccnhoue gass, such ð
carbon dio¡idc that mulr Êom buming
fsil frrls and methaæ and niùous
o;ide from mllÞle human ælivitís.
Bæatre ùrcse gases have long (dccadæ
to ceDrui6) aùnospheric lifet;ß. thc
result is an accmulation of thes gass ¡D

ûE ôttrþsplm. and a buildup,in
concotratioß thal arc clmrþshom
both by iretrumenøl obseryatior'---.-



state-of-the-scier¡ce weather models-

How do we know the global air temperature is increasing?

Í



the surface and those taken from the atmosphere. The surface air temperatures are

derived from several different analyses teams using various combinations of ocean ships

and buoys, land observations from weather reporting stations, and satellite data'

Aünospheric data sets have been derived using satellites, weather balloons, and a

combination of the two.

Considering all the latest satellite, balloon and surface records, the CCSP report

concluded there is no sigrrificant discrepancy between the rates of global temperature
change ovel the past several decades at the surface compared to changes higher in the

atmosphere. The report does, however, acknowledge there are still uncertainties in the

tropics, and this is primarily related to data from weather balloons. There is uncertainty
as to whether scientists have been able to adequately adjust for known biases and errors

in the data, especially in the tropics where many developing nations struggle to mutinely
launch weather balloons and process these measurements

Globally, data indicate the rates of temperature change have been similar throughout tlre

atmosphere since 1979 when satellite data were first available, and the rates of
temperature change have been slightly greater in the atnosphere compared to the surface

air temperature since 1958 (the time at which weather balloons had adequate spatial
coverage for global calculations). The global surface temperature time series, shown in
Figure 2, indicates warming on even longer time scales, with acceleration since 1976.

Instrumental measurements are not our only evidence for increasing global temperatures.
The observed increased melting of glaciers can be used to estimate the rate of
temperature increase since the late 19ù Century. Estimates of the near-surface

temperature based on glacial melting are very similar to estimates based on instrumental
data. There has beer¡ a 15-20 percentreduction in Arctic sea'ice since the 1970s, a l0
pcrcent decrease in snow cover since the 1970s, and shortened periods oflake and river
i"" 

"ou"t 
(about 2 weeks shorter since the lgth century). Also, ocean heat content has

signifìcantly increased over the past several decades.

lilhy do we think humans are influencing the Earth's clirnate?

The scientific community has been actively working on detection and attribution of
climate change as related to human activities since the 1980s- One set of tools often used
to examine these issues are mathematical computer models of the climate. Not only are

these models the primary tools forpredicting future climate, they are also very important
in helping us to understand the causes of past climate variability and change- The models

used a¡e global in extent and are fully coupled, matbematical, computer-based models of
thephysics, chemistry, and biology oftbe atnosphere, land surface, oceans, and

cryosphere (ice covered portions of the planet), and their interactions with each other and

with the sun and olher influences (such as volcanic eruptions)- Outstanding issues in
modeling include specifring forcing mechanisms (e.g., the causes of climate variability
and change) within the clímate system; properly dealing with complex feedback
processes that affect carbon, energy, and water sources, sinks and transports; and



ímproúing simulations ofregional weather, especiaily extreme events. Today's
inadequate or incomplete measurements of the various forcing mechanisms, with the
exception of well-mixed greenhouse gases, add uncertainty when trying to simulate past
and present climate. Confìde¡¡ce in our ability to predict futr¡re climate depends on óur
ability to use climate models to atffiute past andþresent climate change tó specific
causes- The climate models simulate the workings of the climate, such as théwinds,
cl
m
in log

oùÞut, volcanic activíty, and sulfate aerosols, have affected the climate oyer ihe 20th
cenh¡Ð¡.

Recent ca¡bon dioxidEggriçlo_n hends in the Uqtç4 !þ_rgs_arg_upygq, ag_ar-Ê Cl_oÞgl . .. _. - .emissions hends, with in"iéasåi u"¡"èèn 0.i anï i perè"rit p"i vËar over trre pÃi f¿ì" - - -

decades- Concentrations of both reflective and nonreflectivã aerosols are alsõ estimated
to be increasing. over the net
cooling forcings has exceeded'the
bounds of natura By raising the air ,,

temperature, the capacity of the atnosphere to hold more water vapor is increaseá, which
{efrnestheupperboundsoftheamountofprecipitationthatcanoðcurduringshortterm
(^daily or less) exheme precipitation events.

As an example of how models are used to detect human influence on tbe climate system
Fig,t
cann
of th ts

human influences. Today, there is convincing evidence from a variety ofmodel and data
climate attribution studies pointing to human influences on climate- 'ihese include
regional analyses of changes in temperahrre, the paleoclimatic3 temperature record, three
dimensional analysis of atmospheric temperature change, changes of fr"" atmospheric
temperature, changes in sea ice extent and other components ofthe cryosphere, ãhung"*
in ocean heat conten! and new sfudies on extreme weatber and climate events- Thus,
there is considerable confidence that tìe observed warming, especially the period since
1970s is mostly athlbutable to inc¡eases in greenhous" gur"r.

2 Radiative forcing is the cbange in lhe net vertical irradiance (expressed in Wans per sqùare meler: 1,Vm-2)
al lhe tropopause due to an intemal change or a change in lhe exte¡nal forcing of óe climate system, such
as, for example, a change in the concentration ofcarbon dioxide or the or¡tpulofthe Sun.
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Changes in Extremes in the United States

The U.S. Clímate Change Science Program Synthesis and Assessment Report 3.3 will
specifically address the issue of cbanges in exheme events, focusing on North America-
This assessment plans on comprehensively assessing a wide range of climate-related
exûeme events and promises to help clariff what we know ãnd do not yet understand
about these important evants, as related to climate change. Here, three $pes of climate
extemes are discussed as they are likely to be influenced by rising global temperatures.
This includes changes the frequency and intensity of heavy and exteme precipitation
events, droughts, and hurricanes.

Increasing air temperahrre leads to increased lvater vapor in the atrnospbere. Surface
moisture, if available (as it always is over the oceans), effectively acts as the "air
conditioner" of the surface - as heat used for evaporation moistens the air rather than
warming it- Therefore, another consequence of global heating of tbe lower froposphere is
accelerated land-surface drying and more atmospberic water vapor (the dominant
greenhouse gas). Satellite measurËments now confirm a significant increase in
atmospheric water vapor, consiste,¡rt with theoretical expectations given the ¡ate of
observed atrnospheric warming during the past several decades. Accelerated drytng,
without an increase in precþitation, increases the incidence and severity of droughts,
whereas additional atmospheric water vapor increases tl¡e risk of heavyprecipitation
events- Increases in global temperature also increase sea surfacetemperatures, one of
several important factors affecting the hurricane intensity,

NOAA's National Climatic Data Center calculates a Climate Extremes Index (CEI) over
the United States that includes extremes related to all of these indicators including
temperature, precþitation, drougbt and hurricanes. Although no index can claim to
adequately caPture all of the important changes in exFemes, the changes and variations of
the CEI as ¡eflected in Figuretis illust¡ative of the varying decadal variability of climate
extremes. currently, the cEI is at record levels during the past decade or so, bui not
ntuch higber than þprevious decades, and so lhere is494l_eq-in_dic.aF'pt¡ -of g g_çr_r-eral - _ .
in-cr¡ase r¡ the aggregate set of extremes included in th. CEi *h* "¡*ã *.orr -u"ft
of the 20ù Centur.r-

-N

Chønges in lfeauy ønd Extreme Precþitation
Basic lheory, climate model simulations, and empirical evidence (Figor"O confrrm that
warrner climates, owing to increased water vapor, lead to more intense precipiøtion
events even when the total precipitation remains constant, and wíth prospects for even
stronger events when precipitation amounts increase. Figure!- d-epicls t!ç.lggregetp_
land-surface world-wide changes in heavy precipitarion events ôvJthei"st 

-ttãlf 
oiit 

"20th century with an associateã geognpbiãepiõtion of where changes in heavy
precipitation have occurred, with most areas showing increases. World-wide, an increase
of a few percent in heavy precipitation events is evident since the middle of the 20'h
century, particularly in the middle and high latitudes- By the end of the 2l't century a
10-20 percent increase in the precipitation rale for l-day extreme precþitation events (20
year renrrn periods) is in the middle range of avariety of climate models, when forced
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with a rather conservative change in atmospheric greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide does

not exceed 550 p,pmva.

The practical implications of addressing these changes are seen in NOAA's recent update

of tne Ohio River Basin's l}O-year Z|-hour precipilation retum period. Over the past

several decades increases in precipiøtion rates for the I in 100 year extreme daily

precipitation amour¡t was observed in many areas of the eastern United States over the

past several decades. These data are used to help set engineering design standard related

to excessive rainfall.

phøngep in Drough! $eueJ!ty'q4! Frgquenq- - .. ..

b-"g¡i ii á recuøng ieaârre oit¡" climate syslem. In other words, we have had major

droughts in the past, and expect to have major droughts in the future. At any given time,

at leÃt part of tire U.S. is in droughg with percentages ranging from 5-80 percent of tle
toral land aiea. U.S. droughts show pronounced multi-year to multi-decadal variability,

but no convincing evidence for systematic long-term trends towa¡d more or fewer events-

Drought calculations have been made showing that over the U.S, tbe increase in

tempãrahrres that may have lead to increased evaporation have been compensated by a

general increase in precipiøtion over the past few decades- In general, there are no clear

pattems of precipitation increase emerging from climate model simulations as global

iemperatures increase, so the increase in precipitation over the past few decades may not

persist and could reverse. Such a reversal, added to the continuing increase in

iemperatures (January through June of 2006 have been the warmest temperatures in U'S-

records dating back to I 895) could lead to greater drought severity and frequency,

especially during periods of dry weather due to increases in evaporation'

For the continental U.S., the most extensive U.S. drought in the modern observational

record occurred from 19¡¡ to 1938. In July 1934, 80 percent of tbe U.S. was gripped by

moderate or greater drought (Figure $), and 63 percgnt was experiencing severe to

extreme drought. During 7953-1957, severe drought covered up 1o 50 percent of the

countD¿. Paleoclimatic data (e.g. tree ring measurements) have been used to reconsbuct

drought pattems for the period prior to the modem instrumental record. These

reconstructions show that during most of the past two millennia the climate of the

western U-S. has beer¡ more arid than at present- The recent intense'Western drought

from 1999 1o2004 that strongly affected the Colorado River basin was exceeded in

severity as recently as the 19ù century. Within the past millennium there have been

severe droughts in both the western U.S. and Midwest that have lasted for multiple

decades.

Long-term warming trends have led to changes in the timing of snow melt and stream

flowi, especially in the West. This is resulting in earlier peak stream flows and

diminished summer-lime fl ows.

a Such a scenario is builr on the slorytine of relatively low population growth and with rapid changes in

economic structures tovea¡d a service and informatión economy, with reductions in material inlensity, and

the iDtrodùclion of clean and resource-effi cienl lecbnologies-
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created by Katrina, raised public aìr'areness ofthe dangers ofhurricanes to new heights'

Hurricanes respond to a number of environmental factors including ocean tetnperatures,

atmospheric stability, El Niño, and other factors- One important question is whether

hurricane activity has changed over tÌ¡e last 100 years. Since 1995, Atlantic hurricane

activity has signifìcantly increased, with more hurricanes, and more intense hurricanes,

compared to the two previous decades (Fig"re Ð. However, earlier periods, such as the

1945 to 1970 period were nearly as active.

An important conside¡ation in hurricane intensity is a trend toward warmeråqa.qurf3g9 - . -

temperatures, particularly in the tropical Atlantic and Gulf of Mexicq*ìnd-icatln-g-Þ9t-

*lip+tç=cþgge gqpJd þgplayr4g !q49 {gl9 in the increased. acJivf ty, A4gther.fqqtor is 4 -:: -

ffiilIiitirãf rututui fluótuations in atmoJpheric conditions and ocean temperatures in

the North Atlantic referred to as the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO). This

AMO is currently in a warm ocean temperature phase-

'What does the future hold for hu¡ricane activity? In the near term, it is expected that

favorable conditions for Atlantic hurricanes will persist for the next decade or so based

on previous active periods. For the longer term, climate models simulate aboutEË
2lst Cørtury, with¡ topical sea

at present. The models also
fali rates under those cðnditions. '1'ì.''

However, it is unclear if the total number of hurricanes will change in future years. 'ì.

New analyses of precipitation rates for diffe¡ent strengths of landfalling Atlantic hopical

cyclones (both hurricanes and fropical storms) over tÌ¡e southeastern United States have

recently been completed. These analyses show that daily precipitation amoùnts increase

with üopical cyclone shength, while hourly precipitation does not. This means that the

more intense hurricanes have longerperiods with heavy rainfall. The implications are

relevant for local planning, if indeed tropical cyclone strength increases in the future.
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Conclusion

The state of the science continues to indicate that¡nodem climate change is dominated by
an-induced changes in aünospheric composition.

from emissions associated with energy use, but on

local and regional scales, urbanizationandland use changes are also important. While

to brief this Committee on those reports as they become available.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman for allowing me the oPPorh¡nity to help inform the

Committee about climate change.
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Figure d; The diagram shows that warmer climates (red) have a higherpercenJgg-e of.total
rainfall coming fromheavy and very heavy events- The data aie bãsedìn a worjdwide-
distribution of observinestations? b,qt each have the same seasonal meanprecipìtation
amount of 230 (+5) mm. For cool climates (bfue), there are more dailyprecipitation
events than in warmer climates (Adapted from Karl and Trenberth, 2002). '11¡e y¿¡ious

cloud and rain smbols rcllcct thc va¡ious dailv prccipitation rarcs and have bccn
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Percent of U.S. in Moderate to Extreme Drought
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Figure $ Tle.percentage of thg contiguous U.S.. land area in mode¡ate to severe dror¡gh¡
(NOAA, National Climatic Data Center).
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1901-2005. by Pentad
Number of U.S. Hurrícane Strikes by Category
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The atmosphere is made up of a number of gases, most notably nihogen at 78 percent and

oxygen at about 20 percent. However, the remainder of the atmosphere is composed of a
number of very important gases that include important greenhouse gases such as water

vapor at about 2 percent and carbon dioxide at about 0.04 percent- These last two gases,

plus a number of other greenhouse gases that exist in even smaller quantities (e.g., ozone,

methane, nitrous oxides) absorb some of the heat enerry (infrared radiation) given off by
the Earth's surface that otherwise would be transmitted back to space. The various

atmospheric gases contribute to the greenhouse effect, the impact of which in clear skies

is -60 percent from water vapor, ^26 percent from carbon dioxide, -8 percent from
ozone, and the rest from trace gases including methane and niüous oxide. The presence

of these gteenhouse gases are critical to regulating the Earth's average temperature at

about 60T, as without these gases the Earth's average temperature would be

approximately 5T - too cold to support life as we know it'

Then, if greenhouse gases are critical to life, why is there concern about greenhouse gases

increasing? On average, thé energy from the sun received at the top of the Earth's
atmospheie amounts {o lTSpetawátts (PW; 175 quadrillion watts or 175x10r5 watts), of
which -31 percent is reflected by clouds and from the surface- The rest of the energy

(120 PW) is absorbed by the atmosphere, land, or ocean, and ultimately emitted back to
space as infrared radiation. The main way in which humans alter global climate is by
interfering with the natural flows of energy through changes in atmospheric composition,
not by actually generating heat in energy usage, On a global scalg even a I percent

change in the energy flows, which is the order of the estimated change to date, dominates
all other direct influences hurnans have on climate-

Global changes in atmospheric composition occur from anthropogenic emissions of
greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide that results from buming fossil fuels and

methane and nitous oxide from multiple human activities. Because these gases have
long (decades to centuries) atmospheric lifetimes, the result is an accumulation of these

gases in the aùnosphere, and a buildup in concentrations that are clearly shown both by
instr.umental observations of air samples (dating back to 1958) and in bubbles of air
trapped in ice cores þrior to 1958) (Figure 1). Moreover, these gases are well distributed
in the atmosphere across the globe, simplifying a global monítoring strategy. Carbon

dioxide has increased 3l percent since pre-industrial times, from 280 parts per million by
volume (ppmv) to more than 370 ppmv today, and half of the increase has been since

1965 (Figure 2).

Emissions into the atmosphere from fuel burning further result in gases that are oxidized

to become highly reflective micrometer-sized aerosols, such as sulfate, and strongly
absorbing aerosols, such as black carbon or soot. Aerosols are rapidly removed (usually

within two weeks or less) from the atmosphere through the natural hydrological cycle and

dry deposition as they travel away from their source. Nonetheless, atmospheric

concentrations can substantially exceed background conditions in large areas around and

downwind of the emission sources. Depending on their reflectivity and absorption



properties, geometry and size distribution,lifetimes in the atmosphere, and interactions
with clouds and moisturg these particulates can lead to either net cooling, as for sulfate
aerosols, or net heating, as for black carbon. Importantl¡ sulfate aerosols affect climate
directly by reflecting solar radiation and indirectly by changing the reflective properties
of clouds and their lifetimes. There is some episodic evidence from naturally occurring
aerosols attibuted to volcanic eruptions to suggest that these aerosols can impact global
precipitation, but only for a few years after explosive eruptions- There is also some
evidence to suggest that anthropogenic aerosols can influence regional precipitation
pattems, but it is difficult to generalize and quantifu this result. Understanding the
precise impact of aerosols has been hampered by our inability to measure them directly,
as well as by their spatial heterogeneity and rapid changes in time. Large-scale
measurements of aerosol patterns have been infer¡ed through satellites, emission data,
special field experiments, and other indirect measurements such as sun photometers.
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WRITTEN STATEMENTBY
DR. THOMAS R. KARL

DIRECTOR, NÄTIONAL CLIMATIC DATA CENTER
NATIONAL OCEANIC AI\D ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA)

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

FOR AN OVERSIGHT HEARING:
INTRODUCTION TO CLIMATE CIIA¡IGE

BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATTVES

JULY 20,2006

Mr. Chairman and Memben of the Committee: As Director of tbe National Climatic Data
Center, which is p.art of the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information
Service (NESDIS) within the National Oceanic and Atnospheric Adminishation
[NOAA), and as Program Manger forone of five different NOAA Climate Goal
Programs (Climate Observations and Analysis), I am pleased to have the opportunity to
testif before you tday. The National Climatic Data Ceirter is the world's largest
archive of weather and climate data, which includes data critical to understanding climate
variability and change, and also acts as the Nationk Scorekeeper regarding the trends and
anomalies of weatl¡er and climate-

l I -ur *c-of-¡{qc,qp=r,C!4alug!epiApthqrg&r=C,ÞapJgÉof theJntergover¡mental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2001 report (and had been lead autho¡ for the first and
second IPCC assessments), which contained a number of statements regarding human
influences on climate and potential climate change- Presently, I am one of the reyiew
editors for the fourth IPCC assessment, scheduled to be released m 2007 . Since the 2001

, report, there has been considerable additional research in this area, building upon the

I science underpinnine the influence of humans on global climate change.

1,..
Atmospheric Composition and Greenhouse Gases
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Human activities also have a large-scale impact on the land surface. Changes in land use
through urbanization and agricultural practices, although not global, are often most

There is no doubt that the composition of the atmosphere is changing because of human
activities, and today greenhouse gases are the largesì human influenãe on global climate.

t The global impacl of these urban heal islands has been extensively anal yzd anòassessed to ensure
measìrremertls of global temp€rature are not biased by local urban heat islands-
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omitted.

state-of-the-science weather models-

clinrate variabilitv.

How do we know the globaì air temperature is increasing?

There has now been a compiehensive analysis of the changes of temperatures near the
surface and throughout much of the atmosphere in the recent Climate Change Science



Program (ccsP) synthesis and Assessment Report l.l. This report addressed tÌ¡e
naggingissue o near
the surface and
derived from se

andbuoys, Iand 
sbiPs

Atnospheric data sets have been derived using satellites, weather balloons, and a
combination of the two-

alll' ."
the

Th
tropics, and this is primarily related to data from weather balloons. There is uncertaint¡r
as to whether scientists have been able to adequately adjust for known biases and errors
in the data, especially in the topics where many developing nations struggle to routinely
launch weather balloons and process these measurements.

Globally, data indicate the rates of temperature change have been similar throughout the
atmosphere since 1979 when satellite data were fint available, and the ¡ates of

e

our only evid ' 
ratures.

glaciers can b
19ù Century.

temperature based on glacial melting are very similar to estimates based on instrumental
ction in Arctic sea ice since the 1970s, a l0
970s, and shortened periods oflake and river
19ù century). Also, ãcean heat content has

significantly increased over the past several decades.

ì#hy do we think hu¡nans are influencing the Earth's climate?

The scientific community has been actively working on detection and attribution of
climate change as related lo human activities since the 1980s. O¡e set of tools often used

cryosphere (ice covered portions of the planet), and their interactions with each other and
with the sun and other influences (such as volcanic eruptions). Outstanding issues in
modeling include speci$ring forcing mechanisms (e.g-, the causes of climate variability



and change) within the climate s)¡stem; properly dealing with complex feedback
processes that affect carbon, enetgy, and water sources, sinks and transports; and
improving simulations of regional weather, especially extreme events. Today's
inadequate or incomplete measurements of the various forcing mechanisms, with the
exception of well-mixed greenhouse gases, add uncertainty when trying to simulate past
and present climate. Confidence in our abiliry to predict fi¡ture climate dçends on our
ability to use climate models to attribute past and present climate change to specific
caus€s. The climate models simulate the workings of the climate, such as the winds,
clouds and precipitation, and tlre air ternperahre. Climate scientists have used these
models to examine how the observed changes in climate forcing mechanisms, including

I increasing greenhouse gases, changes in laiduse and land covei. changes in the sun's
outpt¡t, volcanic activity, and sulfate aerosols, have affected the climate over the 20ù
century.

I Recent carbon dioxidq-e4içio-r¡ tgr¡ds in the u{tgd States are upward,-as are global
emissions trends, with increases between 0.5 and I percent per yea¡ over the past few
decades. Concentrations of both reflective and nonreflective aerosols are also estimated
to be increasing. Because radiative forcíngs2 frorn greenhouse gases dominate over the
net cooling forcings from aerosols, the popular term for the human influence on global
climate is'þobal warming," althougb itreally means global heating, of which the
observed global temperahrre increase is only one consequence. Already the global
temperature has exceeded the bounds ofnatural variability- This has been the case since
about 1980. By raising the air temperature, the capacity of the atmosphere to hold more
water vapor is increased, which defines the upper bounds of the amount ofprecipitation
that can occur during short term (-daily or less) exteme precipitation events-

, As an example of how models are used to detect human influence on the climate system
I Figure {sholvs !1a! yithg¡r! inglu.¿_"¡g gl! !Þq observed-forciqg {rl,ectr?qisqrs rhe models 

-

. cannot replicate the o ere are many other aspeòts
I of the climate system have been tested for

human influences. Today, there is convincing evidence from a variety of model and data
climate attribution studies pointing lo human influences on climate. These include
regional anaþes of changes in temperaturg thepaleoclimatic3 temperature record, three
dimensional analysis of aünospheric lemperature change, changes of free atmospheric
temperafure, changes in sea ice extent and otber components of the cryosphere, changes

2 Radiative forcing is the cbange in úe net verfcal in-adiance (expressed in ì)y'atrs per square meler: Wm 2)

at the lropopaùse due to an inlemal change or a c}ange in the exlemal forcing of the climate system, such
as, for example, a change in the concentrdtion ofcarbon dioxide or the output ofthe Sun.

3 Cli-ur" during periods prior to the developmørt of measrring instrumenls, includinghisoric and
geologic time, for which only proxy climate records a¡e available. A proxy climate ir¡dicator is a local
record that is interpraed, using physical and biophysical principles, to rçrcsenl some combinalion of
clihare-relared variations back in time. Climale-related data derived in this way are referred lo as proxy
dala. Examples ofproxies are: tree ring records, characteritics of corals, and various data derived from ice
coÍes.
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in ocean heat content, and new sfudies on extreme weather and climate events. Thus,
there is considerable confidence that the observed warming, especially the period since
l97Os is mostþ attr¡lbutable to increases in greenhouse gases-

Changes in Extremes in the United States

The U.S. Climate Change Science Program Synthesis and Assessment Report 3.3 will
specifically address the issue of changes in exúeme events, focusing on North Àmerica.
This assessment plans on comprehøxively assessing a wide range of climate-related
exüeme events and promises to heþ clariff what we know and do not yet understand

about these r'mportant events, as related to climate change- Here, three tlpes of climate
extremes are discussed as they are likely to be influenced by rising global temperatures.
This includes changes the frequency and intensity of heavy and extreme precipitation
events, droughts, and hurricanes.

Increasing air temperature leads to increased water vapor in the atrnosphere. Surface

moisture, if available (as it always is over the oceans), effectively acts as the "air
conditioner" of the surface - as heat used for evaporation moistens the air rather than
warming it. Thereforg another consequence of global heating of the lower troposphere is
accelerated land-surface drying and more atmospheric water vapor (the dominant
greenhouse gas). Satellite measuremehts now confirm a sigrrificant increase in
atmospheric water vapor, consistent with theoretical expecùations given the rate of
observed atmospheric warming du¡ing fhepast several decades. Accelerated drying,
without an increase in precipitation, increases the incidence and severity of droughts,
whereas additional atnospheric water vapor increases the risk of heavy precipitalion
events. Increases in global temperafure also increase sea surface temperatures, one of
several important factors affecting the hurricane intensity,

NOAA's National Climatic Data Center calculates a Climate Exhemes Index (CEI) over
the United States that includes extremes ¡elated to all of these indicators including
temperature, precipitation, drought and hurricanes. Although no index can claim to
adequately capture all of the imporlant changes in extremes, the changes and variations of
the CEI as reflected in Figure t is illustrative of the varying decadal variability of climate
extemes. Currently, the CEI is at record levels during the past decade or so, bul not
much higher than þ¡revious decades, and so tbere is 4q¡clear indication of a general

increase in the aesresate set of extremes included in the CEI when viewed across much
of the20LÇEqru-ñ. _ 

-

Chønges ín Heøuy and Extreme Precipitatìon
Basic theory, climate model simulations, and empirical evidence (Figure $ confrm tbat
warner climates, owing to increased lvater vapor, lead to more intense precipitation
events even when the total precipitation remains constant, and with prospects for even

stronger events when precþitation amoùnts increase. Figurefd_epicls_thg _aggr_eg4tg. .- _ _ -

land-surface world-wide changes in heavy precipitation events over the last half of the
20th century with an associated geographicãçiction of where changes in heavy
precipitation have occurred, ]r'ith most areas showing increases. World-wide, an increase
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of a few percent in heavy precipitation events is evider¡t since the middle of the 20ù
century, particularly in thé midãIe and high latitudes. By the end of the 2l'r Century a

l0-20 percent increase in the precipi'tation rate for l-day extreme precipitation events (20

year retum periods) is in the middle range of a variety of climate models, u¡hen forced
with a rather conservative change in atmospheric greenhouse gases. Carbon dioxide does

not exceed 550 ppmva.

The practical implications of addressing these changes are seen in NOAA's recent update

of the Ohio River Basin's l}O-year 24-hour precipitation retum period. Over the past

several decades increases in precþitation rates for the I in 100 year extreme daily
precipitation amount was observed in many areas of the eastern United States over the

past several decades. These data are used to heþ set engineering design standard related
to excessive rainfall.

phanges in Drought Severi.ty gn! _F_r-equenc!. _ _ _

Drought is a recurring feature of the climate s)¡stem- In othsr words, we have had major
droughts in the past, and expect to have major droughts in the futu¡e. At any given time,
at least part of the U.S. is in drought, with percentages ranging from 5-80 percent of the

total land area. U.S. droughts show pronounced multi-year to multi-decadal variability,
but no convincing evidence for systematic long-term trends toward more or fewe¡ events.

Drought calculations have been made showing that over the U.S, the increase in
temperatures that may have lead to increased evaporation have been compensated by a
general inc¡ease in precipitation over thepast few decades. In general, there are no clear
pattems ofprecþitation increase emerging from climate model simulations as global

temperatures increase, so the increase in precípitation over the past few decades may not
persist and could reverse. Such a reversal; added to the continuing increase in
temperatures (January through June of 2006 have been the warmest lemperatures in U.S.
records dating back to 1895) could lead to greater drought severity and frequency,
especially during periods of dry weather due to increases in evaporation.

For the continental U.S., the most extensive U.S. drought in the modern observational

record occr¡r¡ed from 1933 to 1938- In July 1934, 80 percent of the U.S. was gripped by
moderate or greater drought (Figure S)'. ?n! q3 pgr_cg¡2t ¡,as e¡peri_engu-rg-s-e.Yery 10
extreme drought. During 1953-1957, severe drought covered up to 50 percent of the
country. Paleoclimatic data (e.g. tree ring measurements) have been used to reconstruct
drought patterns for the period prior to the modem instrumental record. These

reconstructions show that during most of thepast t\vo millennia the climate of the

westem U.S. has been more arid than atpresent. The recent intense Westem drought
from 1999 to 2004 that strongly affected the Colorado River basin was exceeded in
severiry as recmtly as the l9'h century. Within the past millennium there have been

severe droughts in both the western U.S- and Midwest that have lasted formultiple
decades-

a Such a scenario is built on the storyline of relatively low population growth and with rapid changes in
economic structures toward a service and informalion economy, with reductions in material intensity, aDd

lbe inlroduclion of clean and resource-effìcier¡t technologies.
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Long-term warming trends have led to changes in the timing of snow melt and stream

flows, especially in the lùy'est. This is resulting in earlierpeak stream flows and
diminished summer-time flows.

pþglge-s_.i4.Ilrlrricone Intensity.øpd freqyqrlcl_ _ _ . _ .
Tropical gtorms ¡¡¡f p_a4lql¡.larly Þqr_nc?4e_s? ?Ie_4q.i¡np_o_rtant isgpq q{qqqgg{n_fo.I Èq . - -
United States- The unprecedented hurricane season of20O5, and especially tbe havoc
created by Katrina, raised public awareness of the dangers of hurricanes to new heights.
Hurrjcanes respond to a number of environmental factors including ocean temp€ratures,
atmospheric stability, El Niño, and other factors. Ole impofant question is whether
hurricane activity has changed over the last 100 years. Since 1995, Atlantic hurricane
activity has significantly increased, with more hurricanes, and more intense hurricanes,
compared to the two previous decades (Figure p)= _Egygye¡ earlier_pe_riods,- s_u-cþ_ag _the_ _

1945 to I 970 period were nearly as active.

An important consideration in hurricane intensity is a tend toward wanner ocean

temperatures, particularly in the tropical Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico, indicating that
elobal warminsmav plav-some role in the increasedlurricane intensity. Another factor
is a slow cycle of natural fluctuations in atmospheric conditions and ocean temperatures
in tÌ¡e North Atlantic referred to as the Atlantic Multi-desadal Oscillation (AMO). This
AMO is currently in a warm ocean tempeiature phase-

What does the future hold for hum'cane activity? In the near term, it is expected that
favorable conditions for Atlantic hurricanes will persist for the next decade or so based
on previous active periods. For the longer term, climate models simulate about l/2
Category increas
15 Þercent decrease in central pressure) in tbe intensif¡l ofstronghurricanes latein the
2lst Centurv- rvìth¡ trooical sea surface temDerature increáseof nearlv 2"C hisherthan
atpresent. The models also simulate about a 20percent increase in near-storm rainfall
rates under those conditions. However, it is unclear if the total number of hurricanes will
change in future years.

New analyses ofprecipitalion rates for different strengths of landfalling Atlantic tropical
cyclones (both hurricanes and topical storms) oyer the southeastern United States have
recently been completed. These analyses show that dailyprecipitation amounts increase
with topical cyclone strength, while hourly precipitation does not. This means that the
more intense hurricanes have longer periods with heavy rainfall. The implications are

relevant for local planning, ifindeed tropical cyclone strength increases in the future.

and modeline.,
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Conclusion

Modern climate change ís dominated by human influences, which are now large enough

to exceed the bounds ofnatural variability. The main source of global climate change is

human-induced changes in atmospheric composition- These perturbations primarily
result from emissions associated with energy use, but on local and regional scales,

urtanization and land use changes are also important. Although there has beetr progress

in monitoring and understanding climate change, there remain many scientific, technical,

and institutional impediments to preciselyplanning fo4 adapting to, and mitigating the

effects of climate change. There is still considerable uncertainty about the rates of
change that can be expected, however, it is clear that these changes will be increasingly
manifested in important and tangible ways, such as changes in extremes of temperalure

and precipitation, decreases in seasonal and perennial snow and ice extent, sea level rise,
and riow there is accumulating evidence to suggest that there will be increases in
hurricane intensity and related heavy and extreme precipitation- Anthropogenic climate

change is now likely to continue for many centuries. In many respects we ¡¡re venturihg
into the unknown territory with changes in climate, and its associated effects could be

quite disn¡ptive. The rate of human-induced climate change is projected to be much

faster than most natural processes prevailing over the past I 0,000 years

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman for allowing me the opportunity to help inform the

Committee about climate change.

l0



Re: (¡aJ Testimony -- Tom

Subject: Re: Oral Testimony-- Tom
From: Eric.'Webst
Date: Thu,20 Jul2006 00:32:00 -0400
To: Thomas.R.Karl
CC: Jason Robertson Øoaa.gov>, Noel Turner e}@noaa.gov>, Ahsha
Tribble <lrEJreFtoaa.gov>, Thomas R Karl oaa.gov>

Tom: f made sígrnificant modifications to simplify and clarify many of
ttre poinÈs. I used parts of the wriÈten and my own words. Please read
through it in Èhe morning to ensure I didn't change any importanÈ
points. A1so, see Èhe ]-sÈ paragraph on CCSP report 1.1- to ensure L
characÈerized it correctiy-
Please make sure you are comfortable with all my edits -- it is late
so I hope I didn't many any misÈakes. lrile can review in Èhe morningr
but there won't be a 1ot of time.

Thanks,
.E;TIC - ' ,: - '
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iClimate change oral july 20 -tk.doc. ^ . _''
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th e steadv growth pf -ce&oq di q+i4e !L!tr@@(S EE- ! LIDF- ! ).- Iþ¡s -'
growth is Brgdo_minanl_ly causd þy..1_ftgincreasgjgjhg-combus[ion of fossil . ,.'. -

fuels. Once this greenhouse gas enters the atmosphere it stays for a lone

time-fr=oJr=r=d_ec_a4e_s_tg_c_e_nturies.

While SLIDE 1 ¡þqy-s-etEggepgs-rlyg-c-o-n-ql4li-o-n-Þq!ryeel iqc-Leqfgq ir! - - .. ,i." 
-

ca¡bon'dioxide and global temperature. a specific cause and effæt

relationship cannot be assulned. CJifngtq scientists !_quqlluse other tools to

link climate change to human influences. This is where climate models

enter into the picture.

So, what exactly is a climate model and why is it usefrrl? SLIDE 2 shows

schematically the kinds of processes that can be included in climate models.

Among these are many eaÍh system components such as atmospheric chemistry.

ocean circulation. and,land-surface hydrolosy. Many of the scientific laws

governing climate change and the processes involved can be quantified and linkgil

by mathematical equations. jinkiqg these qquatio4q creates mathematiqal mgil,

of climate that may be run on computers or super-computers. $
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scientifrc community has been actively working on detection and attribution

of climate change as related to human activities since the 1980s'

Research has shown tle-r-e_ar-e_m-any_g$-e-r q¡pegts-qf qE cü4ate-sy-ste-rÍ-\ - - - - -"
besides global surface temperatures that have þe=,qq infl Ug.rSEC. þy=l$Lngp.

activilv. such as¡egi-o!4t_gb4¡gç p-tem_p.qetpfq,-,qbqq-ge-s-Ln- 999eq -hpe! -

content, and,e-xtr-ern-e-ryg?t\e-r-q$- g[þqte-ey-qnþ.- -$cr5:-is-c-o-n-s!4er-aþlq - .. - --, "'.

atfibutable to changes in atnospheric composition due to human influences.

Jrr gonclusion, the state of the sgience continues to indicate th{ mg{ern

climate change is affectedbyhuman influences, primarilyhuman-induced',,

changes in atmospheric composition. While there is still considerable

uncertainty about the rates of change that can be expected, it is clear these

changes will be increasingly manifested in important and tangible lryays:

þanggs in extremes oftemPerature

and precipitation, decreases in seasonal and perennial snow and ice extent,

sea level rise, and jnc-r-easgs- h 1-rqqgqqg-þle-n¡iq/-Cq4-rgl-alq4-lfe-alry qqd -

extreme precipitation. Furthermore, while there has been progress in

monitoring and understanding the causes of climate change, there rernain
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many scientific, technical, and institutional challenges to preciselyplanning

for, adapting to, and mitigating the effects of climate change.
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Thank you again, Mr. Chairman for the oppofunity to testify about this

imoortant tooic.
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W: Fwd: Re: Talking point on global warming

Sent fro¡n Tom ilones' BlackBerrY

--- - -original Messaqe--- --
From: ScotE-Cartert
To, ,Joffi(cornmerge)
CC: r

Subject: FW: Fwd: Re: Talkingpoint on global warming

From : " Jonss, Tom (commerce)" <Il@commerce'senate' gov>

maîlboxt t t Cþocumentso/o2oand%2 Osettingynturner/Applicati ono/o - "

vüarmang

this issue-

I'd love to have
equivication.

haÈrina has
understand Èhe

a naEional

Date: Tue, 6 Se,P 2005 13:50:47 -0400

To: "Noel Turner (E-mail)' ry]oaa'gov>

-----original Message--- --
From: Jones, Tom (Conunerce)

;;;t' saturdaY, 005 L:04 PM

To:
cc: lt on globalSubjecÈ: Re: Fv ol-r

Cool. Thanks çn¡ys' We're going to work on smacking the shit out of

AÈ the hearing on the 14th we're ç

an ar¡s!ùer from him that doesn'È c

ionethingr like, 'mr Ghairman' tbe
ããr"crtit é Èo do 'tith qtobal warmir
rcience'ãnd they're shamelessly Èl

tragedy- '

Tl¡anks
Tom

SenL: Sat
Subject:

2

Tom,

see the email from Jen' Let
lû\¡oming and is having Èroible

Ttranks

ScoÈts

-- ---Original Message-- ---

point on global warming

.e know if neecl anYthing else
witl¡ email -

at this Èiem. 'Jen is in

Frorn:
Subj:
Date:
Size:
To:

Jennifer SPragnre
Re: Talking poinÈ on global r"arI¡ìangl

Sat SeP 3, 2OOS 11;24 am

2K
scotÈ.carterele

PREDECISIONAL NOIT FOR REDISTRUBUTION

Hey Tom,
IamouÈoftownforther¡extfewdaysin'vlvomlnganddon'ÈhavefullaccessÈoaII
of my srarisrics;;ã ili". n".rirrs-!åia--Jr,át, r h";;;iå"ea " t"l-l.to carÈer and l¡e

wiII help me geÈ sorne ot tshe mateiiãfs if you need "çèrubbed" talking poinÈs now'

Below are some rouglr talking points' hlhile I believe we trave already sent you Ëhe

cl-ea¡ed eFRs from tsúe ilune Zg f¡eaiinq ticl' Ut* U"Vii"id (Ct'.ttr will you resend to

Tom and I?) I tt'int w" need to have a stsrong' tttpátt"' The media Ìras done a very'

good job of s"rÈi;; äi."IiËtã=.r,ã lconvincins," *-tlpeopte that Hurricarle KaÈrina Is

12:56: O0

Re: Talking

of3
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W: Fwd: Re: Talking point on gtobal warming

This was the headline todaY
debaÈe'

Ttranks

Tom

in USA Today 'USA--Katrina reigrnites qlobal warming

mailboxl I I Cþocumentso/o20and%20S ettings/nturner/Applica tionolo-.

a result of global warming-. -.s¡e need to be prepared vtith a response. * f spoke with
NOAÀ public affairs yesÈerday and plan to speak to CEQ when I return- 'There is a
sensilivity to be mindful of as we don't need Èo politicize Ehis Íssue at a time when
people trawe Ìost their loved ones and properÈy- - -.but we need to be prepared wit,h an
ansr¡ìrer. -.and Ehe truth-

We are in a ¡nu1ti decadal period of increased hurricane acÈivity.. Similiar to Èhe
30s and 40s. (will get Èt¡e scienÈific progmosis for you when I return (Carter is
ÈÌris something we could task Mayfield or Rappaport?)

Max Mayfield, Director of the National Hurricane CenÈer, Dr- Wittiam Gray,
well-rèspected hurricane researcher and Chris Landsea,. also well-respected NOÃA

scienUist who left the fPCC due to inside pressure to conform his views , have all
stated Èhe lack of any correlaÈion or raÈher stong evidence betsween'global warming
and our current increase in hurricanes.'{I have the artsicles and sÈatements at my

office and can geÈ Èhe info to you on lalednesday morninq)

Thomas Kr¡uÈson, the GFDL researcher v¡hose recenb study on globat warmingr and
Ìrurricanes, and who gave a Hill briefing at a ifune Àl{S sponsored event, has been
quoted in fecent news articles, (I believe a liÈtle out of context- ) His research
Jhows that when íncreased sea surfae.e temperaÈures are placed inÈothe models iL
shows a 1 percenÈ increase in the inte¡rsity of hurricanes over 80 years (l have his
report at my office and can grive you a better read on Wednesday. f also want to take
r èfoser look at the news articles related to KrruÈson. I believe they are taking
his, rêport vlay ouÈ of contexE., but want to be sure- )

f hope this helps and is aÈ least a goocl starting point. I apologize I don't have
everyÈhingt on me to grive you a better response, buÈ witl jam on this further on
WednesdaY-

I t¡ave my TREO on me and mY contact *

Have a good weekend!
,fen
-- - - -Original Message--'---

From: "Jones, Tom (Commerce) "
Subj: Talking point on gJ-obal
DaÈe: Fri Sep 2, 2OO5 5:13 Pm
Size: 187 bytes
To: .rennif ei- spragn¡ê-lt

.ïen

Need this ! i

SenÈ from Tom ,tones' BlackBerrY

Scott A. Carter
NOÂA t.egislative Affairs

l0lt9t20h6l0:36 AM
of3



:stimony info mai I box:///CþocumensTo20and%20SettingVntu rner/App lication%

Subject: testimony info
From: "Noel.Tum er" Jf@toaa.gov>
Date: Tue,06 Sep 2005 l5:26:19 -0400

To: John Sokich .Ill@roaa.gov>

Hi .lohn,
Talked to Tom Jones a bit today, and have additional insigtht into what he is

looking for. ïIiÈh respect to Èhe clinate change issue, he is looking for something
quotable. I believe his exact words h¡ere someEhing "pithy, short, and quotable-'
wrtire r don't think tshe verbage is quite right, he is Ìooking for something along Èhe

lines of 'Mr ctrairman, the individuals who are implying that Katrina has somèthing Èo

do with global warming are just plain !ùrong. They don't undersÈand the science and
they're shamelessl-y trying to make political tray ouÈ of a naÈional tragedy." f
would not say that. verbatim, would be appropriate for either the VADM or Max, as it
just doesn't sound like something they'd say -- but if we can get someth-!49 ç-f.ose and
quotaUle, thaÈ would probably be good- I know Ìre's been taiRincf-t-o-+prti'gue about
this as we]l.

Al-so, did you/potts have a talk with Gallagher abouts where we are with the
Supplementat, and wt¡ether we will be able Èo discuss needs for improved forecasts??
If so,.we would not lvant Èo include do11ar amounts, only talk about what we need
money ior. Àpparently Tom wiII be fighEing Èo geÈ us some money and he doesn't ltaDt
us putting out a lower number than what tre has planned. I Èo1d hi¡n I didn't think
tr*nbers would survive anl^¡¡ay, and I didn't know if ÈhaÈ section would make it in at
all- -

I ran him through what we are drafting based on what Eric reguested, and he seems
fine with it all. f think he number one priority with this hearing is making FEl4À

Iook bad. Number two coufd be killing the cli¡nate change and hurricanes issue-
Number three could be fighting for money in a supplemenÈaI-

Lêt me know if you have questions about any of this'
Thanks,
Noel

Noel Turner
Legrislative Affairs SPecialist
Office of Legislative Affairs
Naùional oceanic and AÈmospheric Àdministration

ofl t}llg/200610:41 AM
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Subject: testimony and Q&As
From: "Noel-Turner" {lll!@Doaa.gov>
Date: Wú,21Sep 2005 08:57:50 -0400
To: John Sokich <-llretoaa.gov>

Hi irohn,
f 've attached the latesÈ and greatest here. lrle']l need to pow-hrow with CarÈer and

Sprague late'this morning on'exact.ly what members are trying to get out of this
hearing, and what t]lpes of questions we wiLl be asked. I think this one wiLl be an
odd one to prep for, because f would expect some people to be right on top of the
issues, and others Èo be relatively igrnoranÈ abouÈ what we do-..
Talk to you soon,
N

Noel Turner
LegislaÈ.iwe Affairs Specialíst
Office of Legislative Affaj.ts
NaÈiona1 Oceanic and Àtmos¡rberic AdministraÈion

-@noaa.gov

-
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9) OUESTION: SOME ORGANIZATIONS, POLITICIANS AND POLITICAL
PUNDITS ARE MAKING A CONNECTION BET}VEEN HURRICANE
KATRINA, AND INCREASED HURRICANE ACTIVITY GENERALLY, AND
GLOBAL WARMING. IN YOUR OPINION, WAS HURRICANE KATRINA A
RESULT OF GLOBAL \ilARMING?

ANS\ryER: Those who would link Hurricane Katrina to global warming just don't
understand the science. Quite simply, it's not logical to link one hurricane to global

ûarming. There is always natural variability in our planet's climate and we are in a
period of heightened hurricane activity, similar to the period we experie,nced during the
1940s through the 1960s-

In my view, thousands of people have lost their homes, their possessions and in some

cases their lives and this is not the time for anyone to make or promote unproven
statements connecting Hurricane Kahina to global warming- .



10) OUESTION: r APPRECIATE youR RESpoNsE rN REGARD To
HURRICAI\E KATRINA AND GLOBAL WARMING, BUT IT SEEMS WE
IIAVE ENTERED A PERIOD OF INCREASED NUNNTCANE ACTIVITY. CAN
YOU EXPLAIN TIIIS?

4'NSWER: In my opinion, as a 35 year civil servant involved in hurricane prediction,
the increased hurricane activity is due to natural cycles of hurricane activityiriven by the
Atlantic ocean along with the atnosphere above it. These natural cycles are far greater
than any hqF* influences that may-be related to hurricanes.

From the studies I am aware of on climate change, including hurricane modeling and
theoretical studies, the studies suggest no major-changes in ihere hurricanes roin or

o

in
VERAGE INTENSITY of
and storm total RAINFALL
on, these are hlpothesized

{ND \ryHEN a doubling in the amount of
¡erved. Changes seen today are likely to be
intensity and rainfall in hurricanes - not even
tes.

The fact is the number oftropical cyclones is not increasing over the globe as a whole
and in fact has decreased in some ocean basins such as theãastem North pacific. History
shows a multi-decadal period of increased Atlantic hurricane activity from the 1940s to
the late 1960s, fewer .w
an increased number of
increased hurricane a
o¡e could plausibly take any one year (or one hurricane) and attanpt to link that to
climate change.

l0



1I) OUESTION: MR. MAYFIELD,I AM SURE YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
KERRY EMMANUAL'S STUDY IN A RECENT ÄRTICLE IN THE JOURNAL
NATURE; DOESN'T THAT INDICATE THAT GLOBAL \ryARMING IS
ALREADY IMPACTING IIURRICAhIE ACTIVITY?

ANSWER: The recently published paper by Prof. Emanuel in Nature did suggest an
"unprecedented" inctease in Atlantic hurricane activity in the last ten years, which tre
then linked to warming of Atlantic Ocean temperatures. However, because of the
methodology of the study and limitations ofthe dataset, it is instead likely that the recent
hurricane activity is quite similar to that obsenred during 1940s to the latã tg6Os and is
not unprecedented in nafure in my opinion.

In my opinion, Prof. Emmanuells study does not properlypresent the data as described-
It utilizes a wind correetion scheme for the Atlantic that is not warranted and further
investigation of U.S. hurricanes and sea surface temperatures shows no tendency for
incteasing destructiveness over the last 100 years. A National Hurricane Center
metgorologist is currently writing a pap.€r to respond to the Emanuel study.

However, more study is needed to better understand the complex interaction between
these storms and the tropical atnosphere/ocean as well as to extend our knowledge of
hurricane climate variations back in time as much as possible with both historicai
reconstructions and longer term geological studies

ll



12) OUESTION: MR. MAYFIELD, THERE IS YET ANOTIIER STUDY THAT
TVAS PUBLISHED JUST LAST WEEK IN THE JOURNAL SCIENCE BY
PROFESSOR PETER WEBSTE& WHrCH SUGGESTS MORE HURRTCANES
ARE RE,ACIIING STRONGER INTENSITIES. WHAT IS YOUR COMMENT
TO THIS RECENT STUDY?

ANSIYER: This study indicates that globally tirrr" has been no change in either numbers
or duration of hr¡rrièanes. However, it did zuggest that a higberproportion of these
storms were reaching Category 4 and 5 intensities. It is of note that the study found no
significant increase in percentage of Category 4 and 5 hurricanes in the Atlantic, where
hurricanes are by far the best monitored. The increases were only seen where hurricanes
were observed by satellite imagery alone and there are critical questions regarding the
data consistexìcy over the 30 year period. Again, this study brings up important
questions, but is by no means convincing evidence that antlrropogenie global warming is
impacting hurricanes.

l2
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Subject: Attached is the MOST RECENT set of Q&As
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Fo1ks,

Eric glebstser will be making additional chqnges to the Master
MUST make any changes, send any/all changes to Eric hlebsÈer.

Thank you. See you in Èhe morning at the 8:00 a.m. pre-brief

To: Scott.C ñrerllJfl., Eric.Webst eæ,Noel.Turnerjl],
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PREDECISIONAL _ NOT FOR REDISTRIBUTION
DRAF-I l0l6l0s

FROM A TROPICAL DEPRESSION TO A TROPICAL STORM AND ON
AUGUST 25, KATRINA INTENSIFIED TO A HURRICAI\TE A MERE 3 HOURS
PRIOR TO LANDFALL. DID THE NATIONAL HURRICANE CENTER
PROVIDE SUFFICIENT NOTIFICATION TO THE RESIDENTS OiT SOUTH
FLORIDA IN REGARD TO KATRINA'S INTENSIFICATION AND POSSIBLE
IMPACTS?

Answer: TheNational Hurricane Centerissued a Tropical Storm Warning and Hurricane
'Watch 

at I 1:00 a.m. EDT August 24 for the southeast coast of Florida from Vero Beach
to Florida City (at the same time Kahina strengthened from a tropical depression to a
tropical storm) approximately 3l hours prior landfall in FL as a Category l. A Hurricane
Warning was issued at I l:00 p.m. EDT August 24 fot the southeast coast of Florida from
Vero Beach to Florida City, about l9 hours prior to landfall as a Category l.

All forecasts indicated that Katrina would oome ashore in Florida as a strong Tropical
Storm or a Category I hurricane and due to its slow forward speed; Katrina was expected
to produce a significant amount of heavy rainfall with total rainfall accumulations of 6 to
12 inches with isolated maximum amounts of l5 to 20 inches possible. Hurricane
Kahina made landfall as a Category I hurricane at 6:30 p.m. EDT, Thursday, August 25
and produced rainfall amounts near l6 inches in some places of south Florida.

Ouestion: SOME ORGANIZATIONS, POLITICIANS AND POLITICAL
PUNDITS ARE MAKING A CONNECTION BET\ryEEN HURRICANE
KATRINA, AND INCREASED HURRICA¡IE ACTIVITY GENERALLY, AND
GLOBAL WARMING. IN YOUR OPINION, WAS HURRICANE KATRINA A
RESULT OF GLOBAL WARMING?

Answer: I am not a global warming expert, I am a hurricane specialist; however, those
who would link Hurricane Katrina to global warming just dont understand the science.

Quite simply, it's not logical to link one hurric.ane to global warming. There is always
natural variability in our planet's climate and we are in a period 9f heightened hurricane
activity, similar to the period we experienced during the 1940s through the 1960s and we
can expect this activity to last another l0 - 20 years.

Ouestion: I APPRECIATE YOUR RESPONSE IN REGARD TO HURRICANE
KATRINA AND GLOBAL WARMING, BUT IT SEEMS WE HAVE ENTERED A
PERIOD OF INCREASED HURRICANE ACTIVITY. CAN YOU EXPLAIN
THIS?

¿!ryg: Again, I am not a global warming expert,I am a hurricane specialist, however,
in my opinion, the increased hurricane activity can be explained completely by natural
cycles of hurricane activity driven by the Atlantic Ocean along with the atmosphere '
above it- These natural cycles are far greater than any human influences that may be
related to hurricanes and one need not invoke global warming to explain the observed
hurricane activity.
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From the studies I am aware of on climate change, including hurricane modeling and

theoretical studies, the studies suggest no major changes in where hurricanes form or
occur. Preliminary analyses suggest th4t, approximately a cattury from now, eitherno
change or a small change may occur globally in theNUMBER ofhurricanes. On a

regional level, there may be areas that have either minor increases or minor decreases in
frequency (on the order of + l}yù. While the PEAK and AVERAGE INTENSITY of
tropical cyclones may increase by about 5%oinwind speeds and storm total RAINFALL
may also increase on the order of about SYomore precipitation, these are h¡rpothesized
changes that may occur by around 2080, IF AND WHEN a doubling in the amount of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere may be obsen¡ed. Changes seen today are likely to be

on the order ofa l% alteration in frequenc¡ intensity and rainfall in hurricanes - not even

measurabl e by tod ay's observati onal techniques.

The fact is the number of tropical cyclones is not inereasing over the globe as a whole
and in fact has deffeased in some ocean basins such as the eastern North Pacific. History
shows a multi-decadal period of increased Atlantic hurricane activity from the 1940s to
the late 1960s, fewer than average major hurricanes for about the next 25 years, and now
an increased number since 1995- If the cycle persists, we may very well be in a period of
increased hurricane activity for the next l0 to 20 years or more. I would think that no
one could plausibly take any one year (or one hurricane) and attempt to link that to
climate change.

Ouestion: MR. MAYFIELD, I AM SURE YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH KERRY
EMMANUEL'S STUDY IN A RECENT ARTICLE IN TIIE JOURNAL NATURE;
DOESN'T THAT INDICATE THAT GLOBAL WARMING IS ALREADY
IMPACTING HURRICANE ACTIVITY?

¡\nswer: The recently published paper by Prof. Emanuel in Nature did suggest an

"unprecedented" increase in Atlantic hurricane activity in the last ten years, which he

then linked to warming ofAtlantic Ocean temperatures. However, because of the

methodology of the study and limitations of the dataset, it is instead likely that the recent

hurricane activity is quite similar to that observed during 1940s to the late 1960s and is
not unprecedented in nature in my opinion.

In my opinion, Prof. Emmanuel's study does not properly present the data as described.

It utilizes a wind correction scheme for the Atlantic that is not warranted and further
investigation ofU.S. hurricanes and sea surface temperatures shows no tendency for
increasing destructiveness over the last 100 years. A National'Hurricane Center

meteorologist is currently writing a paper to respond to the Emanuel study.

However, more study is needed to better understand the complex iírteraction between

these storms and the tropical atrnosphere/ocean as well as to extend our knowledge of
hurricane climate variations back in time as much as possible with both historical

reconstructions and longer term geological studies.
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Ouestion: MR. MAYFIELD, THERE IS YET ANOTHER STUDY THAT IYAS
PUBLISHED JUST LAST WEEK IN THE JOURNAL SCIENCE BY
PROFESSOR PETER WEBSTER AND CO-AUTHORED BY JUDITH CURRY,
WHICH SUGGESTS MORE HURRICANES ARE REACHING STRONGER
INTENSITIES. WIIAT IS YOUR COMMENT TO THIS RECENT STUDY?

Answer: That study indicates that globally there has been no change in either numbers

or duration of hurricanes. However, it did suggest that a higherproportion of these

storms were reaching Category 4 and 5 intensities. It is ofnote that the study found no
significant increase in percørtage of Category 4 and 5 hurricanes in the Atlantic, where
hurricanes are by far the best monitored. The increases were only seen where hurricanes
were observed by satellite imagery alone and there are critical questíons regarding the
data cqnsistancy over the 30 year period. Again, this study brings up important
questions, but is by no means convincing evidence that anthropogenic global wanning is
impacting hurricanes.

Question: YOU TBSTIFIED IN TIIIS IIEARING AND AT THE JUNE 29,2005
HEARING THAT INTENSITY PREDICTION IS ONE OF THE GREATEST
CHALLENGES FACING HURRICANE PREDICTION, \ilHAT TOOLS, BOTH
CoMPUTATIONAL AND OBSERVATIONAL, ARE NECESSARY TO
INCREASE THE EFT'ECTIVENESS OF IIURRICAIE INTENSITY
PREDICTIONS? YOU HA\IE TESTIFIED TODAY TTIAT PREDICTION
REGARDING INTENSITY IS TIED TO THE ACTUAL HURRICANE TRACK
FORECAST, PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY THIS IS SO AND WHAT TOOLS, BOTII
COMPUTATIONAL AND OBSERVATIONAL, ARE NECESSARY TO
INCREASE THE ACCURACY OF HURRICANB TRACK AND INTENSITY
FORECASTING?

¡!4gEgI: NOAA funding is focused on continued model improvernents, including
gathering data and preparing those data for use by computer models. While track
forecasts for large and strong hurricanes have been better lately, weaker storms, such as

Ophelia can pose forecasting challenges. We still have much to do to improve our hack
forecasts as well as our intensitypredictions. While we did well forecasting the intensity
ofHurricanes Katrina and Rita at landfall along the central Gulf Coast, they both
inte¡rsified faster than we predicted. Kahina went from tropical storm strength to a
Category 2 hurricane in just t horns. That was quick and not predicted by us or by any of
the forecast models- We havemuch work to do to understand why, how and when such

rapid deepening can occur.

Ouestion: HOW IMPORTANT ARE SATELLITES IN FORECASTING
TROPICAL SYSTEMS?

Answer: Vy'e use NOAA satellite information in our models when we predict intensity

ffirurt track. NoA,{ research efforts are focused on using satellite data to provide
improved measurements of the ocean, including wave height and sea surface tønperature.

The next generation NPOESS and GOES-R satellite systems hold great promise for

l0


